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October 23, 2014
Ms. Nia Francis
OPDQ Project Manager
U.S. General Services Administration
National Capitol Region
Room 4004
Washington, DC 20407
Re: NEPA Scoping Comments
Electronic submission: fbi-hq-concolidation@gsa.gov
Dear Ms. Francis:

Thank you for the opportunity to as part of the NEPA scoping process to comment on the
potential alternatives for relocation of the FBI headquarters. Our comments will primarily focus
on the Greenbelt alternative.
We would like to first express the request for an open and transparent process that lookes
honestly at all of the purported alternative sites on merit and any other sites that might be
suggested during this process. We request that a complete study which includes all facets of
the project which will encompass the FBI HQ.
We ask that studies include the impact of air pollution; traffic impacts, stormwater runoff, size
of impact from the construction, operation and maintainance of any new road parking or
potential private transit activities for security or access to the facility/site. Please include the
area that the state highway administration has started design work for widening the 495
Beltway to accommodate the development of the FBI HQ at this site and it should be included
in the EIS study.
We would also like to note at this site that the size of the project which includes the FBI HQ
encroaches on a conservation area purchased by the State of Maryland as reserved open space
which would insure the protection of Indian Creek and its floodplain.
Sincerely,
Vicky Hageman
Chair
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October 30, 2014
Nia Francis, Project Manager
U.S. General Services Administration, NCR
301 7th Street, SW, Room 4004
Washington, DC 20407

SUBJECT: NEPA Comments
Electronic submission: fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov
Dear Ms. Francis:
The Coalition for Smarter Growth submitted joint scoping comments on October 21, 2014 in conjunction with
the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, 1000 Friends of Maryland, Anacostia Watershed Society and Clean Water
Action regarding the proposed consolidation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). We incorporate
those comments by reference here, and while we realize we are past your October 23rd deadline, we wish to
share the following additional comments related to our long-standing support for transit-oriented development
as the most sustainable and transportation-efficient way for our region to grow. Transit-oriented development
is a regional priority as expressed in the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments' compact known
as Region Forward, and supporting documents including their Activity Centers and Regional Transportation
Priorities Plan.

Accessibility to Metrorail should be a high priority in the government's analysis due to direct benefits to
the Federal government and the region in providing increased transportation options for workers, reduced
parking costs and traffic impacts, reduced air, water and climate pollution, and greater utilization of the
federal government's multi-billion dollar investment in Metrorail. If the FBI is to be located outside of
the District of Columbia, locating the agency at a Metrorail station will ensure it remains closely
connected with other federal agencies in the District, while also increasing the efficiency of the Metrorail
system by utilizing the excess capacity available in the reverse commute direction.
A transit-oriented FBI headquarters, particularly when located within one-quarter mile of a Metro station
entrance, offers the potential for significant associated mixed-use development in a walkable
environment and local economic benefits from services and retail provided to the large number of
employees walking to and from the Metro station. These services and retail would also provide a more
convenient and attractive workplace for the agency, helping it recruit and retain quality employees,
particularly in view of the growing demand for vibrant, urban environments from the next generation
workforce.
Regarding the two potential Maryland sites, the Greenbelt Metro site has many advantages over the
Landover Mall site given quick walk access to the Metrorail station, along with MARC and bus
connections to the DC region, BWI and Baltimore. The Landover Mall site is isolated and would not
19
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allow for any walk access to Metrorail, which is 1.5 miles away. Direct access to high-capacity transit at
Greenbelt Metro will provide good transportation redundancy, improve access for workers and visitors,
and help to reduce traffic and pollution. Compared to the isolated Landover Mall campus, mixed-use
redevelopment of Greenbelt Metro in conjunction with the FBI will be supported by a larger market of
people who are living and working in the area and using the transit facilities.
The wetlands, streams and parkland preserved at Greenbelt Metro offer an excellent security buffer, an
amenity, and an opportunity for environmental restoration through redevelopment of the impervious
parking lot at the Metro using modern stormwater management techniques. This combination of on-site
environmental restoration, along with the reduced vehicle miles traveled, CO2, ozone and particulate
pollution, will provide significant net environmental benefits over the Landover site.
Regarding the two Metrorail sites of Greenbelt and Springfield, both are preferred over a non-Metrorail
site, and in weighing the two sites, the agency should consider walking proximity to the Metrorail station,
opportunity for associated mixed-use development, current residential locations of employees, regional
jobs/housing imbalances, and reverse commute capacity of Metrorail among other issues. COG's Region
Forward compact identifies addressing the region's east-west economic divide -- first identified in the
1999 Brookings Institution report A Region Divided -- as a significant priority for enhancing long-term
regional prosperity and addressing traffic, and should be considered in the evaluation. Regarding the
Landover Mall site, redevelopment of this site is a goal we share, but we believe that a major federal
employer like the FBI must be located at a Metro station to provide the greatest net benefits for the
agency, its employees, and the region as a whole.
Thank you for consideration of our comments.
Sincerely,

Stewart Schwartz
Executive Director
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Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

David K. Paylor
Director

MEMORANDUM

(804) 698-4000
1-800-592-5482

TO:

Nia Francis, Project Manager, Office of Planning and Design Quality, GSA

FROM:

Daniel Moore, DEQ Principal Environmental Planner

DATE:

September 29, 2014

SUBJECT:

FBI: Proposed Headquarters Consolidation– Springfield, Virginia

We have reviewed the scoping letter for the above-referenced project and offer the following
comments regarding consistency with the provisions of the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area
Designation and Management Regulations (Regulations):
The proposed project lists three potential sites for development: Greenbelt Maryland, Landover
Maryland and Springfield Virginia. Of these three only the Springfield Virginia site would
require compliance with the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act and the Regulations.
In Fairfax County, the areas protected by the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act, as locally
implemented, require conformance with performance criteria. These areas include Resource
Protection Areas (RPAs) and Resource Management Areas (RMAs) as designated by the local
government. RPAs include tidal wetlands, certain non-tidal wetlands and tidal shores. RPAs
also include a 100-foot vegetated buffer area located adjacent to and landward of these features
and along both sides of any water body with perennial flow. RMAs, which require less stringent
performance criteria, include those areas of the County not included in the RPAs.
Under the Federal Consistency Regulations of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972,
federal actions in Virginia must be conducted in a manner “consistent to the maximum extent
practicable” with the enforceable policies of the Virginia Coastal Zone Management
Program. Those enforceable policies are administered through the Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Act and Regulations. Federal actions on installations located within Tidewater Virginia are
required to be consistent with the performance criteria of the Regulations on lands analogous to
locally designated RPAs and RMAs, as provided in §9VAC25-830-130 and 140 of the
Regulations.
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If the Springfield site is selected over the two Maryland sites, the proposed project would impact
lands analogous to locally-designated RMA lands. Projects on lands analogous to local RMA
lands must minimize land disturbance, retain existing vegetation and minimize impervious cover.
For land disturbances over 2,500 square feet, the project must comply with the requirements of
the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook, Third Edition. 1992. Additionally,
stormwater management criteria consistent with water quality protection provisions of the
Virginia Stormwater Management Regulations shall be satisfied. All land disturbance, clearing,
grading or filling related to the activity proposed within RMAs and RPAs must comply with the
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act and Regulations. If site development were to impact RPA
lands, the project would need to adhere to 9VAC25-830-140 of the Regulations which governs
development criteria for RPA lands.
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COMMO
ONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Depaartment of Historic Resources
Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

2801 Kenssington Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23221

Julie V. Langan
Director
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391
www.dhr.virginia.gov

October 7, 2014
U.S. General Services Administtration – NCR
Public Buildings Service
Quality
Office of Planning and Design Q
Attention: Nia Francis, Project M
Manager
th
301 7 Street SW, Room 4004
Washington, D.C. 20427
Re:

Section 106 Compliancce for FBI Headquarters Consolidation
Virginia
DHR File No. 2014-10993

Dear Ms. Francis,
On September 8, 2014, the Virgginia Department of Historic Resources (DHR) received information
pursuant to Section 106 of the N
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amend
ded. We
understand that the General Serrvices Administration is preparing an EIS for the con
nsolidation of the
FBI Headquarters and exchangee of the J. Edgar Hoover Building parcel. From yourr letter, we also
understand that GSA intends to partially fulfill the Section 106 public notification and
a consultation
requirements through the NEPA
A scoping process
It is our opinion that this underttaking has the potential to impact historic properties. We request that
GSA continue to consult with D
DHR as the project progresses. Should you have add
ditional questions,
please contact me at (804) 482-66084, or via email at andrea.kampinen@dhr.virginiaa.gov.
Sincerely,

Andrea Kampinen
Architectural Historian, Office oof Review and Compliance

Administrative Services
10 Courthouse Ave.
Petersburg, VA 23803
Tel: (804) 862-6408
Fax: (804) 862-6196

Capital Region Office
2801 Kensington Avenuee
Richmond, VA 23221
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391

Tidewater Region Office
14415 Old Courthouse Way
2nd Floor
Newport News, VA 23608
Tel: (757) 886-2818
Fax: (757) 886-2808

Western Region Office
962 Kime Lane
Salem, VA 24153
Tel: (540) 387-5443
Fax: (540) 387-5446

Northern Region Office
5357 Main Street
PO Box 519
Stephens City, VA 22655
Tel: (540) 868-7029
Fax: (540) 868-7033
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October 10, 2014

Chamber Officers
Chairman Ashley McNeff
United States Homeland Investigations Inc.
President Sean O’Connell
PBMares Certified Public Accountants
Vice President George Ksenics
Belvoir Federal Credit Union
Secretary Katy Fike
McEnearney Associates
Treasurer Sam Misleh
Walker’s Grille
General Counsel John Rodgers
Redmon, Peyton & Braswell, LLP
Executive Director Holly Hicks Dougherty
Board of Directors
John Barsa, Barsa Strategies
Rachel Carter, Coldwell Banker
Jane Gandee, ServiceMaster of Alexandria
William Hunsucker, Walmart at Kings Cross
Doug Jones, Rent-All Center
Kevin Lewis, LMK Partners LLC
Jim Lindsey, Adult Companion Care
Jay McConville, Lockheed Martin
Diane Moery, Hollin Meadows Math & Science Partnership
Daniel Rinzel, Redmon, Peyton & Braswell, LLP
Anthony B. Riolo, Burke & Herbert Bank
Edward Rowan, Cox
Tim Sargent, Dominion Power
Rita Wakefield, Inova Mount Vernon Hospital
Melissa Wood, George Washington’s Mount Vernon
Platinum Sponsors
Burke & Herbert Bank & Trust Co.
Inova Mount Vernon Hospital
Ourisman Automotive Group
Gold Sponsors
Cox Communications
Fort Belvoir Residential Communities LLC
Roy Rogers Restaurants
Silver Sponsors
Covanta Fairfax
Dominion Surveyors Inc.
Hilltop Golf Club
Bronze Sponsors
Alexandria Quality Inn Mount Vernon
Best Western Mount Vernon
Central Michigan University
Dominion Virginia Power
ECCA Payroll Services / Benefit Providers
Genuario Construction Companies
Hawaiian Pool & Spa
Hollin Hall Automotive
McEnearney Associates
PBMares Certified Public Accountants
Paul Spring Retirement Community
Redmon, Peyton & Braswell, LLP
ServiceMaster of Restore of Alexandria - DC
Service Distributing, Inc.
TD Bank
United States Homeland Investigations Inc.
Wilkinson PM / HomeFirst Realty
Media Partners
Mount Vernon Gazette
Mount Vernon Voice

Nia Francis
Project Manager
General Services Administration
301 7th Street, S.W.
Room 4004
Washington, DC 20407
Dear Ms. Francis,
Mount Vernon-Lee Chamber of Commerce is writing to express our
strong support for relocating the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Headquarters to Springfield, Virginia. As the General Services Administration (GSA) identifies issues and potential impacts associated with
consolidating FBI Headquarters, the GSA Warehouse site in Springfield
best meets the expressed criteria of cutting costs, helping the Bureau
serve the American people, and shrinking the Federal footprint.
Selection of the Springfield site will provide access to a well-developed
transportation system, close proximity to other FBI assets, and local
amenities for employees and their families. There are no issues regarding this proposed development that would affect cultural, environmental
or historic resources in the community.
Access to various modes of transportation will be a key indicator for a
smooth transition to a new location. The GSA Warehouse complex has
access to various forms of transportation unrivaled in the D.C. region.
The site is located adjacent the Franconia-Springfield Metro Station,
allowing use of the Blue Line with Yellow Line Rush-Plus service and it is
within walking distance of the Virginia Railway Express (VRE). FBI employees would also have access to multiple bus systems connecting to
other transit systems and throughout the Metro area. In addition, the
GSA Warehouse site is within a minute’s drive of nearly all the area’s
major highways including I-95, I-395, and I-495.
Due to the multi- transit features of this site, relocating the FBI Headquarters to Springfield, Virginia will have a minimal effect on traffic in
the immediate vicinity of the site and the larger region. Recent new investment in HOT lanes on I-395 and I-495 is an additional benefit for
commuters. The infrastructure is already in place to seamlessly handle
the 11,000 jobs that come with development of this magnitude.
The GSA Warehouse in Springfield would be the site closest to other FBI
assets used by employees. Employees could reach training facilities in
Quantico by using the nearby VRE station or accessing the HOT lanes on
I-95. The CIA facility in Langley is also a quick trip from Springfield. Fort
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Belvoir with its more than 140 defense related agencies is nearby. Relocating all FBI offices in the
DC Metro area to Springfield is a cost-saving measure that benefits both taxpayer and employees.
Local amenities for employees and their families include the world-class Fairfax County Public
School system, access to various modes of transportation, proximity to the newly developed Springfield Town Center, neighboring Fort Belvoir and its resources, and a community that welcomes this
move with open arms. Local businesses and the community would see much positive growth from
selecting this site and FBI employees and their families would also benefit from this location.
Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in on this critical project. We believe the attributes of the
GSA Warehouse make it the best selection for the FBI Headquarters relocation, a move that will
bring about many positive changes with minimal impacts to community resources. We look forward to welcoming the FBI to the Springfield area.

Sincerely,

Ashley McNeff Behrens

CC:

Chairman Sharon Bulova
Supervisor Gerald Hyland
Supervisor Jeff McKay
Congressman James Moran
Congressman Gerry Connolly
US Senator Tim Kaine
US Senator Mark Warner

MOUNT VERNON

LEE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

6821 Richmond Highway l Alexandria, VA 22306
703-360-6925 l 703-360-6928 ( FAX )
Info@MtVernon-LeeChamber.org
www.MtVernon-LeeChamber.org
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Ms. Nia Francis
OPDQ Project Manager
U.S. General Services Administration
National Capitol Region
301 7th Street, SW
Room 4004
Washington DC 20407
RE: NEPA Scoping Comments FBI Headquarters Consolidation

Dear Ms. Francis:
As a College Park resident, I am very concerned with the possible impacts the
Greenbelt alternative for the FBI Headquarters may have on the northern part of the city.
While such impacts were delineated for the Springfield and Landover projects, none were
listed for the Greenbelt option, yet they will have significant effects on the quality of life
of hundreds of College Park residents. Moreover, the Al-Huda School is directly
adjacent to the Hollywood Park and likewise, it will suffer from the impacts.
As a previous resident in the West Bank area of the Middle East, I am particularly
concerned that locating Level V Security buildings directly adjacent to CSX railroad
tracks will make them a target of terrorism. In such a case, College Park residents as well
as those traveling on the Beltway or using the Greenbelt Metro station will meet with
traffic problems and could be caught in a life-threatening situation in the event of a lock
down of the area.
As for the security buffer that is to be created, the environmental impacts are
considerable since the land to be used for the buffer is property purchased by the state of
Maryland as a conservation area. Moreover, it appears that much of the Greenbelt option
is to be located directly on wetland and floodplain. How can that be justified? I also
understand that Renard plans to “reconstruct” Narragansett Run. No such endeavor
should be undertaken as it as it too will have negative environmental impacts.
Increased noise pollution will also come as part of this new development. The
area closest to the CSX tracks already suffers from the din of the trains and Metro as well
as from the Beltway traffic. In light of those facts, should this option be chosen,
consideration should be given to relocating the entrance roadway further east to reduce
the direct impacts of the traffic on the community. Sound barriers should also be installed
to buffer the noise that will reverberate into North College Park.
The proposed height of the buildings are also of great concern. It will result in a
considerable reduction in natural light which will negatively affect both human and plant
life.
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This option may seem like a very viable one, but the gross negative environmental
impacts will have a such a huge detrimental effect on the residents’ quality of life and
property values that I foresee many wanting to leave the area. Finally, why should a
community suffer so much when more reasonable options are available?
Respectfully,
Mary C. Cook
4705 Kiernan Rd.
College Park, MD 20740
202-213-5579
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37
From: "'Bernard H. Berne' via FBI HQ Consolidation" <fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov>
Date: September 25, 2014 at 7:46:32 PM MDT
To: fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov
Subject: Revised Public Comment on Environmental Impact Statement for Consolidated
FBI Headquarters
Reply-To: "Bernard H. Berne" bhberne@yahoo.com

Please consider the comment below during the scoping process for the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for the Consolidated Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Headquarters.
President Jimmy Carter's Executive Order 12072 (Federal Space Management), August 16, 1978 (43 FR
36869) (at http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/101580 ), which is still in effect and has the force of law,
states:
1-101. Federal facilities and Federal use of space in urban areas shall serve to strengthen the Nation's
cities and to make them attractive places to live and work. Such Federal space shall conserve existing
urban resources and encourage the development and redevelopment of cities." ......
1-103. Except where such selection is otherwise prohibited, the process for meeting Federal space needs
in urban areas shall give first consideration to a centralized community business area and adjacent areas
of similar character, including other specific areas which may be recommended by local officials.
1-301: The heads of Executive agencies shall cooperate with the Administrator in implementing the
policies of this Order and shall economize on their use of space.
President Bill Clinton's Executive Order 13006 (Locating Federal Facilities on Historic Properties in our
Nation's Central Cities) (at http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/100842 ) states:
"Section 1. Statement of Policy.
Through the Administration's community empowerment initiatives, the Federal Government has
undertaken various efforts to revitalize our central cities, which have historically served as the centers for
growth and commerce in our metropolitan areas. Accordingly, the Administration hereby reaffirms the
commitment set forth in Executive Order No. 12072 to strengthen our Nation's cities by encouraging the
location of Federal facilities in our central cities."
41 CFR 101-17.002 (Basic policy) (at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2000-title41-vol2/pdf/CFR-2000title41-vol2-sec101-17-002.pdf ) implements Executive Order 12072. This section of the CFR states:
....... GSA has oversight responsibility for Federal agency compliance with Executive Order 12072,
including space acquisition in urban areas accomplished under authority other than the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended. As required by section 901(b) of the Agriculture
Act of 1970, 84 Stat. 1383, as amended by section 601 of the Rural Development Act of 1972, 86 Stat.
674 (42 U.S.C. 1322(b)), it is the responsibility of each agency to determine which of its new offices
should be located in rural areas. When it is determined that agency space needs require an urban
location, GSA and other Federal agencies shall be governed by the following policies for the assignment,
reassignment, and use of buildings and space.
(a) Federal facilities and Federal use of space in urban areas shall serve to strengthen the Nation's cities
and to make them attractive places to live and work. Federal space shall conserve existing urban
resources and encourage the development and redevelopment of cities.
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(b) Serious consideration shall be given to the impact that a location or relocation will have on improving
the social, economic, environmental, and cultural conditions of the communities in an urban area. To the
extent feasible, plans and programs for meeting space needs shall enhance and support the
development, redevelopment, and revitalization objectives and priorities of cities in urban areas and shall
enhance and support the employment and economic base of these cities. Both positive and negative
impacts of space acquisition actions shall be weighed with the objective of obtaining maximum
socioeconomic benefits from these actions.
(c) In meeting space needs in urban areas:
(1) First consideration shall be given to a centralized business area and adjacent areas of similar
character in the central city of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) defined by the Department
of Commerce publication (Government Printing Office Stock Number 041-001-00101-8), including other
specific areas of a city recommended by the elected chief executive officer of the local government or a
designee, except where this type of consideration is otherwise prohibited.

The Federal Elements section of the National Capital Planning Commission's Comprehensive Plan,
updated in 2002 (at
http://www.ncpc.gov/DocumentDepot/Publications/CompPlan/CompPlanPartTwo_FedWorkplace.pdf )
states on page 40 in its "Policies" section:
The federal government should:
1. Achieve within the District of Columbia a relative share of the region’s federal employment (civilian and
military) that is not less than 60 percent of the region’s.
2. Locate employees near other federal agencies and departments with which they regularly interact.
3. Locate federal workplaces in urban areas, giving first consideration to the District of Columbia and
second consideration to other centralized community business areas and areas of similar character,
including other specific areas that may be recommended by local agencies, with the following exception:
Workplaces that have specific land use requirements (including the need for large amounts of land,
buffers, and extensive future expansion needs) should locate where these requirements can be fulfilled.
The Federal Elements section contains a table and chart on page 20 that show that 193,835 (53.5%) of
the National Capital Region's 362,811 civilian and military federal employees worked in the District of
Columbia in 2002. Trends illustrated in the chart do not suggest that the percentage of federal
employees working in the District of Columbia relative to those working in the entire region have achieved
the 60 percent goal at present.
41 CFR 17.033-33 ( http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2000-title41-vol2/xml/CFR-2000-title41-vol2sec101-17-003-33.xml ) defines an “urban area” as: … any Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA) as defined by the Department of Commerce and any non-SMSA that meets one of the following
criteria: ….
41 CFR 17.033-35 (http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR-2000-title41-vol2/xml/CFR-2000-title41-vol2sec101-17-003-35.xml ) defines a “central city” as: any city whose name appears in the title of an SMSA.
Criteria for determining SMSA titles are established by the Department of Commerce.

OMB Bulletin No. 13-01, Feb. 28, 2013, at www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/bulletins/2013/b13-01.pdf , states that the principal cities in the Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV
Metropolitan Statistical Area are Washington, DC; Arlington, VA; Alexandria, VA; Silver Spring, MD;
Frederick, MD; Rockville, MD; Bethesda, MD; Gaithersburg, MD; and Reston, VA (see page 51 in the
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appendix to OMB Bulletin No. 13-01, Feb. 28, 2013).
Therefore, Executive Orders 12072 and 17003, as well as 41 CFR 101-17.002, require GSA and the FBI
to locate the Consolidated FBI headquarters within Washington, D.C. or another of the above principal
cities, with certain exceptions that are not relevant to the FBI headquarters. Further, the National Capital
Planning Commission's Comprehensive Plan contains policies that encourage GSA and the FBI to locate
the facility within District of Columbia, rather than in Maryland or Virginia.
GSA has narrowed its list for the Consolidated FBI Headquarters to specific sites in (1) Greenbelt,
Maryland, (2) Landover, Maryland, and (3) Springfield, Virginia. Greenbelt, Maryland, is a city within the
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, D-C-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area. However, Greenbelt is
not one of the principal cities within that Area (see page 51 in the appendix to OMB Bulletin No. 13-01,
Feb. 28, 2013). Greenbelt is a “noncentral city” within that Area.
41 CFR 101-17.002(c)(3) states: “If location outside the central city is required, preference shall be given
to locations in the central business area of noncentral cities”. Thus, GSA can only select a site in
Greenbelt if the GSA or the FBI requires that the consolidated FBI headquarters be located outside of
Washington, D.C. and all other “principal cities” in the Metropolitan Statistical Area that contains these
cities. Neither the GSA nor the FBI has established any such requirement.
Landover, Maryland, and Springfield, Virginia, are not incorporated entities. Sites within these areas are
therefore not within cities. Executive Order 12072 and 41 CFR 101-17.002 contain no provisions that
permit the FBI headquarters to be located within either Landover or Springfield. Executive Order 12072
and 41 CFR 101-17.002 therefore require GSA to eliminate the Landover and Springfield sites from
consideration before the site selection process proceeds any further. The EIS should state that GSA has
removed sites in Landover and Springfield from consideration because of requirements in Executive
Order 12072, as codified in 41 CFR 101-17.002, et seq.
GSA's considerations of sites in Landover and Springfield , rather than an area that is within a city, are in
clear violations of Executive Order 12072 and 41 CFR 101-17.002. Both of these documents state:
"Federal facilities and Federal use of space in urban areas shall serve to strengthen the Nation's cities
and to make them attractive places to live and work. Such Federal space shall conserve existing urban
resources and encourage the development and redevelopment of cities."
"Shall" means "must". There are no exceptions to this.
An FBI headquarters facility in either Landover or Springfield will not serve to strengthen any city or make
any city an attractive place to live and work. Instead, the facility would draw FBI employees and
contractors and other businesses and residents out of Washington, D.C., thus weakening one of the
urban areas central cities. This is especially true because FBI's headquarters is presently located in
Washington, D.C.
It is also important to recognize that the relocation of FBI employees from D.C. to Maryland or Virginia
would be in direct opposition to the National Capital Planning Commission's goal increase the percentage
of federal employees in D.C. relative to the percentage in the entire National Capital Region.
Executive Order 12072 states: "Except where such selection is otherwise prohibited, the process for
meeting Federal space needs in urban areas shall give first consideration to a centralized community
business area and adjacent areas of similar character, including other specific areas which may be
recommended by local officials." The FBI headquarters is presently located in the Central Business
District (CBD) of Washington, D.C.
The proposed new FBI headquarters must also be located in that city's CBD unless District of Columbia
officials have recommended another specific area within Washington, D.C. for the facility. D.C. officials
have already recommended to GSA one such area: Poplar Point. However, there are other sites in
Washington, D.C. that may be able to accommodate the consolidated FBI headquarters.
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Potential Sites for the Consolidated FBI Headquarters in Washington, D.C.:
Poplar Point and St. Elizabeths Hospital, West Campus:
Officials of the District of Columbia have specifically recommended that the Consolidated FBI
Headquarters be located within a site at Poplar Point in Southeast Washington, D.C. According to a
Washington Post article dated December 5, 2013, and entitled "D.C. official says GSA criteria renders
District “effectively ineligible” to retain FBI HQ" (at
http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/capitalbusiness/dc-official-says-gsa-criteria-renders-districteffectively-ineligible-to-retain-fbi-hq/2013/12/05/1f72b0a4-5c46-11e3-be07-006c776266ed_story.html ), a
District of Columbia Deputy Mayor, Victor Hoskins, stated in a November 26, 2013, letter to GSA:
".... although Poplar Point has 110 acres, 70 acres there are required by federal law to be preserved as
open space, meaning the site is likely too small under the GSA’s guidelines. Second, the GSA said it
preferred not to relocate the FBI to “sites on which the development of a FBI Headquarters would
significantly disturb natural resources (e.g., wetlands and floodplains)” or otherwise negatively affect “the
quality of the human and natural environment” in ways that could not otherwise be mitigated."
However, Executive Order 12072 requires GSA to locate the FBI Headquarters in Washington, D.C. or
another central city (i.e., principal city) in the Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV
Metropolitan Statistical Area if the FBI and GSA need to locate the facility in that Area. GSA must
therefore either reduce the facility's space requirements to enable the facility to be located at Poplar Point
or must select another site in a principal city that is in that Area and that can accommodate all or part of
the facility. Washington, D.C., Arlington, Alexandria and Reston, Virginia, and Silver Spring, Rockville,
Bethesda and Gaithersburg, Maryland are the principal cities of that Area.
As stated above, GSA can locate the FBI headquarters at Poplar Point if GSA and the FBI reduce their
space requirements for the facility. GSA can do this by planning a facility that has more density and/or
greater height than the facility that it is presently planning.
As also stated above, Executive Order 12072 requires the Director of the FBI and the Administrator of
General Services to reduce their space requirements if necessary this by stating in Section 1-301: "The
heads of Executive agencies shall cooperate with the Administrator in implementing the policies of this
Order and shall economize on their use of space." It presently appears that the GSA Administrator and
the FBI Director are failing to sufficiently "economize on their use of space" so that they may locate the
the FBI headquarters within the 40 acres available for that facility at Poplar Point.
As noted above, GSA has reportedly stated that construction of the FBI headquarters at Poplar Point
would significantly disturb wetlands and floodplains. However, GSA can mitigate these disturbances by
either making appropriate plans for the headquarters to minimize such disturbances or by acquiring an/or
creating wetlands and floodplains in other locations within the United States, preferably within GSA’s
National Capital Region. It is therefore clear that GSA can indeed mitigate these environmental
disturbances, regardless of any statements that GSA may have previously made to the contrary.
Further, the FBI can divide its facility into more than one components, one of which is at Poplar Point.
The remaining facilities can be located nearby, with particular attention given to the proposed site for the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) at the west campus of St. Elizabeths Hospital.
The St. Elizabeths Hospital West Campus is less than two miles away from Poplar Point. Further, it
presently appears that DHS will not have the funds available to fully utilize the St. Elizabeths west
campus within the foreseeable future.
GSA therefore needs to work with DHS to determine whether part or all of the FBI Headquarters can be
located at St. Elizabeth's campus if the Poplar Point site is too small to accommodate the facility. As the
FBI and DHS have similar security requirements and overlapping missions, both agencies would benefit if
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part or all of the FBI headquarters is located within the St. Elizabeth west campus.
Other Potential Sites in Washington, D.C.:
If GSA and the FBI find that it is not feasible to utilize Poplar Point and/or the St. Elizabeths Hospital West
Campus for the Consolidated FBI Headquarter, GSA must comply with Executive Order 12072 by asking
D.C. officials to recommend another site within Washington, D.C., that is suitable for the facility. It
presently appears that the former campus of the Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Northwest D.C.
can accommodate the FBI Headquarters, as might the McMillan Reservoir Sand Filtration Site in
Northwest D.C., and the former Coast Guard headquarters at Buzzard Point in Southeast D.C. While the
D.C. government officials have not yet recommended any of these sites for the FBI headquarters, GSA
needs to evaluate them unless the District of Columbia government specifically rejects them.
If GSA can find no new sites (including privately-owned sites) within Washington, D.C. or another
principal city on which to construct the FBI Headquarters, GSA or the FBI must renovate the present FBI
Headquarters in Washington's CBD or construct a new facility at that site in order to conform with the
requirements of Executive Order 12072. The new facility can be taller or more dense than the present
building, providing that the facility conforms with the requirements of the federal Height of Buildings Act
of 1910, as amended and that the National Capital Planning Commission approves the project.

Summary:
Executive Order 12072 and 41 CFR 101-17.002 require GSA to locate the FBI headquarters in
Washington, D.C., rather than in unincorporated areas such as Landover or Springfield. GSA can only
select a site in the City of Greenbelt, Maryland, if the FBI and the GSA require that the facility be located
outside of Washington, D.C. and every other principal city in the Statistical Metropolitan Area that
contains these cities. This is a legal requirement, not an option.
National Capital Planning Commission policies also encourage federal employment in the District of
Columbia, rather than in Maryland and Virginia.
GSA and the FBI must therefore revise their space requirements for the Consolidated FBI Headquarters
to permit the facility to be constructed at Poplar Point or to identify a new site in Washington, D,C,. that
can accommodate part or all of the headquarters. These alternative sites include:
St. Elizabeths Hospital, West Campus
McMillan Filtration Sand Filtration Site
Former Walter Reed Army Medical Center Site
Former Coast Guard Headquarters at Buzzard Point
Present FBI Headquarters Site
Privately owned sites offered for the facility in the past or in the future
The EIS needs to evaluate all of the above sites. The EIS should only evaluate the Greenbelt site if GSA
and the FBI require that the facility be located outside of Washington, D.C. and all other principal cities in
the Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metropolitan Statistical Area. The EIS should
reject the Landover and Springfield site because of their non-conformance with Executive Order 12072
and GSA’s implementing regulations in 41 CFR 17.002, et seq.
The FBI is the federal government's primary law enforcement agency. For that reason, it is critical that the
FBI Director and the GSA Administrator comply with Executive Order 12072 when selecting a site for the
FBI's headquarters. A law enforcement agency must itself comply with the law.
Thank you for your consideration.
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From: Lee Covington <lacoving@gwmail.gwu.edu>
Date: Thu, Oct 23, 2014 at 1:59 PM
Subject: NEPA Scoping Comment - Support for Springfield Alternative
To: fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov
Cc: lacoving@gwu.edu

I strongly support the relocation of the FBI HQ to Springfield,VA. Aestetically, the new FBI HQ will be a
significant improvement to the current warehouse facility. With the construction of the Department of
Defense's Mark Center off Seminary Road in nearby Alexandria and the well-studied and coordinated
timing of the traffic lights, we have seen little to no impact on traffic in that area and can assume that
similar efforts will be made to minimize the impact on traffic on the local roads surrounding the Springfield
site. I would, however, recommend that the possibility of adding direct exits off the Franconia Springfield
Parkway to the entrance of the FBI HQ site be considered. This would allow for easy access to and
departure from the site for employees arriving from the East and West.
From the Springfield site, FBI employees would have a relatively easy trip (35-45 minutes) by car to
downtown Washington, DC for travel to the Department of Justice and the FBI Field Office. ODNI HQ
and CIA HQ would also be a short 30-35 minute drive by car. NGA is located right on the other side of
Interstate 95 (5 minutes by car). One additional advantage the Springfield site has is its proximity to the
FBI Training Academy in Quantico, which would also be about a 30 minute drive from Springfield.
Springfield offers many amenties to FBI's workforce. The new Springfield Town Center has a new
gym/sports club and several restaurants. The Kingstowne Town Center, a 5 minute drive from the
Springfield site has additional restaurants - Bonefish Grill, Firehouse Subs, Noodles & Company, a Thai
restaurant, an Asian fusion restaurant, Le Madeleine, Ledo Pizza, as well as a Safeway, Giant, post office
and dry cleaners. In early 2015, the Wegman's grocery store at Beulah and Telegraph Rd (a 7-minute
drive from the Springfield site) will open and will be an additional option for lunch with its food bars and togo items.
There are also several hotels in the area that would be convenient for visitors. (There is a Hilton off
Loisdale Road, an extended stay hotel near the metro, and a Marriot on nearby Old Keene Mill Road.
Moreover, this area has very good schools and communities and would be an excellent neighborhood for
those FBI employees considering a possible re-location in the future.
The re-location of FBI HQ to Springfield has many advantages, with little negative impact on the
environment. I hope you will strongly consider (and eventually select) the Springfield site.

Sincerely,
Lee Ann Covington
6200 Roudsby Lane
Alexandria, VA 22315
(703) 924-1101
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From: "Jeter, Donna M." <Donna.Jeter@ic.fbi.gov>
Date: October 22, 2014 at 2:53:56 PM MDT
To: "fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov" <fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov>
Cc: "Jeter, Donna M." <Donna.Jeter@ic.fbi.gov>
Subject: NEPA Scoping Comment

The comments/questions that I would like to make are:
Will shuttle or bus service be provided for employees who utilize the metro rail in order for employees to
get to the new building and vice versa? Not everyone will be afforded a parking pass, and not everyone
will be able to walk from the metro rail to the building. If so will the shuttle/bus service what type of
schedule will it run? For instance every 30 minutes, or every 20 minutes, or even every 15 minutes?
If Springfield site is chosen, those coming from Maryland or even farther will always be against traffic. If a
Maryland site is chosen it is still bringing people into DC to utilize metro rail to the new building.

*Cubicles – this may not be GSA’s area but having cubicles with high/medium walls - similar to what
FBIHQ has now should work for everyone, making a work area smaller benefits nobody. People spend
up to 10 hours a day and everybody needs to have a nice work area.

Donna M. Jeter
Management Program Analyst
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Desk: (202) 324-6440
Fax: (202) 324-9921
BB: (202) 577-9972
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From: Angela Johnson <ajohnson@fieldstoneprop.com>
Date: October 23, 2014 at 3:43:47 PM MDT
To: "fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov" <fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov>
Subject: FW: NEPA Scoping Comment
Greetings on behalf of Franklin Park @ Greenbelt Station!
Franklin Park@ Greenbelt Station is owned and managed by Fieldstone Property Management
Company. I am writing to provide our response to the environmental impact of the proposed facility.
Franklin Park is the largest multi-family community east of the Mississippi with 2,877 apartment homes
and townhomes. Our community provides housing for 10,000 residents. Millions of dollars have been
invested in upgrading the homes and grounds of this 153-acre park like community. We are very proud
that this property has been transitioned into a very attractive and affordable residence to a well qualified
population. Our community members are awaiting the FBI arrival with great anticipation of new stable
employment opportunities being added to the Greenbelt area.
We have been deeply involved with the City of Greenbelt over the past years during our Renovation and
Development process. This has allowed us to be already familiar with the careful planning and
consideration that the City of Greenbelt, Prince George’s County and various other governmental
agencies utilize in evaluating giving the go ahead for renovation and development plans. The
information presented for public viewing offers evidence that all necessary considerations have been
made for the community and the quality of life for the area.
The City of Greenbelt would greatly benefit from the socioeconomic and physical environment
enhancements to the immediate areas and surrounding property and would also enable enhancements to
public services.
In the past, Prince George’s County has not been a beneficiary of GSA leases to the same level as other
areas in the Washington Region. The arrival of FBI headquarters in the Greenbelt area would serve as a
nucleus of increased economic opportunity for the city of Greenbelt, as well as, Berwyn Heights, College
Park and the greater Prince George’s County area.
Based on the information presented, the physical environment benefits will be noticeable improvement to
the area traffic flow. The plan incorporates enhancements to the road network surrounding the property.
The development also has included the design to improve storm water treatment. The plans ensure that
the natural environment is protected in all other phases of the development.
The increase of commercial tax revenue will enable the City of Greenbelt to enhance public services
throughout the City. This would be a welcomed change to our community and surrounding area.
In conclusion, on behalf of the owners and management of the residential community that will be directly
affected by the proposed facility, both for us and current community members, we agree with and support
the proposed FBI Headquarters at Greenbelt Station.

Sincerely,
Angela R. Johnson| Director of Housing Partnerships
Franklin Park at Greenbelt Station
6220 Springhill Drive (Leasing Center)
Greenbelt, MD 20770
office: 301.474.1600
fax: 301-474-8784
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From: Kenneth Jones <KJones@cityofglenarden.org>
Date: Thu, Oct 23, 2014 at 3:37 PM
Subject: NEPA Scoping Comment
To: fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov
Cc: Council Clerk ttaylor@cityofglenarden.org

October 23, 2014
Nina Francis
Project Manager
U.S. General Services Administration-NCR
Public Building Service
301 7th Street, SW, Room 40004
Washington, DC 20407
Dear Ms. Francis:
Please accept my compliments for the very informative presentation when our City Council Members
attended the public information session for the relocation of Federal Bureau of Investigation Headquarters
(FBI HQ) at the Wayne K. Curry Sports and Learning Complex in Landover, Maryland on October 2,
2014. While touring the exhibits at the information session, the council members pointed out several
things which were not represented or underrepresented by the exhibits.
The City of Glenarden was not shown on the map at the public information session. However, all the
alternate site maps indicated the proximity of the subject property to the closest municipalities.
The City of Glenarden includes the Woodmore Towne Centre at Glenarden, but on the maps it appeared
to be part of Landover, Maryland. The Glenarden Apartments are now vacant and currently being torn
down to make way for a new Planned Unit Development led by the Prince Georges Redevelopment
Authority on an adjacent 65 acre parcel. This development will offer a mix of town homes, retail, and
apartments which could serve people working at the Landover site.
The MARC Train and Greyhound Station have close proximity to the Landover Mall site. Additionally, the
A12 & F14 bus lines running through the City were not well represented on the exhibits.
The City of Glenarden respectfully asks the above items be given consideration and the exhibits be
conformed in the future to reflect the same.
The City of Glenarden supports relocating the FBI HQ to the former Landover Mall site in the strongest
possible terms.

Sincerely,
Kenneth M. Jones Jr.
Acting City Manager
Kenneth Jones
Acting City Manager
City of Glenarden
8600 Glenarden Parkway
Glenarden, MD 20706
(301) 773-2102 office
(301) 773-4388 fax
kjones@cityofglenarden.org
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From: <b.mann@cox.net>
Date: October 16, 2014 at 6:37:20 PM MDT
To: fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov
Subject: NEPA Scoping Comment
The proposed Springfield Site for the FBI HQ is superior to either of the two Maryland sites because the
Franconia-Springfield Metrorail Station has an exurban rail line, more specifically VRE, which runs all the
way down to Fredericksburg with a stop at FS station before running into DC. This is so important
because many FBI employees will relocate their homes outward from their new job sites after their jobs
move to the suburbs. Most likely, many will start purchasing homes soon after hearing they will relocate
to the suburbs. Housing is cheaper the further you locate out from the Beltway. Prices drop an average
of $15,000 per mile outward from the Beltway. Many will take advantage of this financial gift. With an
exurban rail line like VRE, FBI employees in the Virginia exurbs would have more options for commuting
than they would in the Maryland exurbs. In Maryland, developers will construct many exurban
subdivisions mostly east and southeast of Greenbelt or Landover to attract new FBI employees and there
is no rail option there, only highways. More importantly, when the FBI does relocate to Springfield, it is
likely the Manassas VRE line would start running into Springfield, too. All VRE would have to do is make
a small rail connection between the Manassas line and the Fredericksburg line in a location, say just east
of Backlick Stream Valley Park, or at another location where the two lines come close.
Bottom line is any employer relocation decision should be based not on where their employees currently
live but where they will live after the relocation decision is made. With many FBI employees relocating to
the exurbs for cheaper housing, we need to give them both highway and rail options for commuting, not
just highway options. Since Virginia has an exurban rail line in operation now into FS, the Springfield site
is clearly the best location for minimizing exurban commuting impacts and maximizing commuter options
for all its employees.

Sincerely,
Bill Mann
6447 Windham Ave
Kingstown, VA 22315
703-922-5454
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From: Kristen Mann <kmannva@gmail.com>
Date: October 21, 2014 at 5:22:19 PM MDT
To: fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov
Subject: NEPA Scoping Comment

The Springfield site is better than the Maryland sites because of less Potomac River Beltway commuter
impacts from the Springfield site than from either of the Maryland sites. The argument for this statement
follows. Higher income FBI agents and senior staff employees live in Virginia to take advantage of better
rated schools, higher income subdivisions, less crime, etc. and they will continue to live here even if the
Maryland sites are selected for FBI HQ. While many of the lower income FBI employees living in Virginia,
DC or Maryland will take rail to the 3 proposed sites, a majority of the higher income employees will drive
to the new sites according to the MWCOG/TPB travel forecasting model. Most of those crossing the
Potomac River will take the Beltway bridges to either of the proposed FBI sites. Since more high income
employees live in Virginia, this will result in more Potomac River Beltway crossings to Maryland sites than
the high income Maryland residents crossing to Springfield. Thus, a Maryland selection will result in more
Potomac River Beltway crossings and more peak period congestion than the Springfield selection.
The reason this is so important is because each new Potomac River Beltway lane costs over $1 billion
per lane to build and thus we will probably never see another Beltway bridge lane built in our lifetimes.
So, we need to do all we can to keep Potomac River Beltway peak period crossings to a minimum.
In conclusion, a cost effective way to address regional highway congestion, and maybe the best one in
the entire region, if ranked, is to minimize peak period Potomac River Beltway crossings and put the FBI
HQ in Springfield.

Kristen Mann
6586 Windham Ave
Alexandria VA 22315
703-870-1978
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From: Nancy-jo Manney <manney@springfieldchamber.org>
Date: Thu, Sep 11, 2014 at 10:38 AM
Subject: NEPA Scoping Comment
To: nia.francis@gsa.gov
September 10, 2014
General Services Administration
Attention: Nia Francis, Project Manager
301 7th Street SW, Room 4004
Washington, DC 20407
Dear Ms. Francis,
I write today on behalf of the Greater Springfield Chamber of Commerce in support of relocating the FBI
Headquarters to Springfield, Virginia. We believe that this move would have a positive impact on the FBI,
its employees, and on the quality of life in the Greater Springfield area and throughout Fairfax County.
We encourage you to consider these benefits of using the GSA Franconia Warehouse Complex for the
FBI’s new home. Access to Multimodal Transportation
• Metro – Blue Line with Yellow Line Rush
• VRE – Fredericksburg Line
• 1/3 mile, 5’ wide, concrete walking trail connecting the Joe Alexander Transportation
Center to the GSA parcel
• Fairfax Connector
• Metrobus
• OmniRide (bus service from Prince William County)
• TAGS shuttle
• I-95 Express Lanes with connection to I-395 HOV lanes
• I-495 Express Lanes
Economic Development
• Developable land adjacent GSA parcel available for future growth
• GSA parcel has direct accessibility from multiple roads (Loisdale Road, Springfield Center Drive and
Metropolitan Drive) to accommodate gated and non-gated entrances thus providing ample ease of access
by FBI employees, contractors, vendors and visitors
• Less than ½ mile to the completely renovated Springfield Town Center
Area Amenities
• Ten hotels within ½ and 2½ miles of the GSA parcel
• Wide variety of dining options
• Broad selection of retail and support services
• Within walking distance of residential neighborhoods, providing convenient housing
options for FBI employees
In addition to these great benefits we believe the site, and those around it, would benefit from the FBI’s
relocation without any impact to Springfield’s historic and cultural resources. Thank you for your
consideration of these benefits of selecting Springfield. We look forward to welcoming the FBI
Headquarters to our community.

Sincerely,

Nancy-jo Manney, Executive Director
Greater Springfield Chamber of Commerce
6434 Brandon Avenue, Suite 208
Springfield, VA 22150
703-866-3500
springfieldchamber.org
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From: Linda M Rioux [lmrioux@comcast.net]
Sent: Sunday, October 05, 2014 9:17 PM
To: Patrick L. Wojahn; Fazlul Kabir; P. J. Brennan; Monroe Dennis; fbi-hqconsolidation@
gsa.gov
Subject: Regarding the FBI HQ Relocation

I live in College Park’s District Two within 1 block of District One, so I am sending this note to all the
College Park District 1 and District 2 Councilmen, as well as the address the FBI has posted for
comments.
This is to let you know two things:
One, I am against the FBI relocating to Greenbelt, so if you’re collecting folks’ feelings on the matter,
there’s one more in the “nay” column for you. And in case you are interested in my reasons:
1. The Landover site is a much better choice for the FBI in terms of ease (and, I suspect, cost) of
development & amount of space to work with/room to grow. By comparison with either of the other two
sites under consideration, Landover is the option least likely to require a crowbar to fit the FBI into the
proposed site.
2. The area around the Landover site is in greater need of whatever economic benefits may come from
the FBI relocation.
3. The wetlands in the Greenbelt/College Park area should be left alone.
And two, I want to be sure you are all aware that currently, cutting through the Greenbelt Metro station is
a hugely valuable safe route for area cyclists travelling between College Park and Greenbelt. Losing that
route would force cyclists to take significantly longer and/or more treacherous routes when travelling
between these two cities. Should the FBI end up coming to Greenbelt, I would urge you all to keep this in
mind and do whatever you can to lobby for maintaining this route option to keep cycling a safe
transportation choice for everyone in our area.

From: Linda M Rioux [mailto:lmrioux@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, October 06, 2014 10:33 PM
To: 'Patrick L. Wojahn'; 'Fazlul Kabir'; 'P. J. Brennan'; 'Monroe Dennis'; 'fbi-hqconsolidation@
gsa.gov'
Subject: RE: Regarding the FBI HQ Relocation
Patrick and P.J.:
Thank you both for your responses. I am giving them thought.
Everyone else:
To be explicit, this constituent is still a “Nay” on the FBI in Greenbelt unless I follow up to this thread
stating otherwise.
Best,
Linda Rioux (AKA Constantia)
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From: "Linda M Rioux" <lmrioux@comcast.net>
Date: October 21, 2014 at 7:24:03 PM MDT
To: "'Patrick L. Wojahn'" <pwojahn@collegeparkmd.gov>, "'Fazlul Kabir'"
<fkabir@collegeparkmd.gov>, "'P. J. Brennan'"
<pbrennan@collegeparkmd.gov>, "'Monroe Dennis'"
<mdennis@collegeparkmd.gov>, <fbi-hq-consolidation@gsa.gov>
Subject: RE: Regarding the FBI HQ Relocation

I’ve had time to think on additional information I’ve encountered since my original note below, and I’d like
to say that I would still much prefer not seeing the FBI come to Greenbelt. BUT if the FBI does relocate to
my area, I’d like to add the following to my original concerns included below:
The wetlands must be protected in perpetuity, according to recommendations from environmental
experts. Green roofs, proper runoff control, whatever they say is needed. And controls much be put in
place to prevent the FBI from getting around that commitment in the future to expand the developed
portion of the property.
As I understand it, the developer is proposing to install a pedestrian/bike trail through the wet lands. While
I consider safe bike routes vital to a healthy community, I have mixed feelings about this proposal
because I am highly concerned about preventing damage to the wetlands. If this trail goes through, I
recommend that the developer have a look at what has recently been done in Delaware just south of
Cape Henlopen State Park: http://www.delawareonline.com/story/news/local/2014/06/18/gordons-pondtrail-dedicated/10734163/
A new raised trail has been installed through wetlands around Gordon Pond made of skid-resistant
fiberglass slats that permit light to reach the ground below, minimizing the impact on the plants below. I
have recently ridden this trail, and it’s great. I believe this to be an option well worth examining.

Thanks for your attention—
Linda M. Rioux (AKA Constantia)
Blackfoot Road, College Park
(Still a registered voter J )
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From: "'Pada Spencer' via FBI HQ Consolidation" <fbi-hqconsolidation@
gsa.gov>
Date: October 11, 2014 at 12:21:54 PM MDT
To: "FBI-HQ-CONSOLIDATION@GSA.GOV" <FBI-HQCONSOLIDATION@
GSA.GOV>
Subject: NEPA SCOPING COMMENTS
Reply-To: Pada Spencer padamarketing@yahoo.com

MY COMMENTS ARE ADDRESSING WHY THE FBI HEADQUARTERS SHOULD BE AT THE
LANDOVER SITE.
q IT HAS 80 ACRES
q THERE IS ACREAGE ACROSS THE STREET WHERE THE CONDEMNED GLENARDEN
APARTMENTS WHERE. IT HAS BEEN EMPTY FOR A WHILE AND A SECURITY GATE IS AROUND
THE PEREMITER
q YOU COULD CONSIDER HAVING AN OVERPASS WALKWAY AND MAKE THAT AREA FOR
PARKING
q THERE ARE TWO BUSES THAT PASS, THE A12 AND F14
q TWO NEAR BY METRO STATIONS: NEW CARROLLTON AND LANDOVER
q “THE BUS” TRAVELS BY TOO
q IT IS NEAR RESTAURANTS AND THE BOULEVARD FOR SHOPPING
q THE NEW HOSPITAL BEING BUILT IS ALSO IN THAT AREA
I HOPE THESE COMMENTS HELP.
TO ME THE LANDOVER SITE HAS MORE TO OFFER THAN THE GREENBELT SITE THAT COUNTY
EXECUTIVE RUSHERN BAKER IS PUSHING TO GET THE FBI BUILT THERE.
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From: Patrick L. Wojahn [mailto:pwojahn@collegeparkmd.gov]
Sent: Sunday, October 05, 2014 10:57 PM
To: Linda M Rioux; Fazlul Kabir; P. J. Brennan; Monroe Dennis; fbi-hqconsolidation@
gsa.gov
Subject: RE: Regarding the FBI HQ Relocation
Constantia,
Thanks for your thoughts on this. I have some information that you might not be aware of that might
cause you to take another look at this issue.
First, I would argue that it's no easier to redevelop the Landover site than it is the Greenbelt site. The
Greenbelt site is currently a parking lot that Metro is eager to redevelop. No "crowbar" is necessary,
there's plenty of space available. And while the Greenbelt site sits almost immediately on top of a Metro
station, the Landover site is about a mile away, and that mile is not at all walkable. The Landover site will
at minimum require a shuttle and will likely add to the traffic mess in our area, as people will be much
more likely just to drive there than they will be to take Metro and have to time their trips to catch a shuttle
to the workplace.
It may be that there is greater poverty around the Landover area, but some of the areas around Greenbelt
- such as the Franklin Park apartments and Beltway Plaza, are in sore need of redevelopment and have
been focal points for crime and neglect over the years (although Franklin Park has improved in recent
history, but still has problems with shoddy building and dangerous wiring that have caused numerous
fires over the years). And our area offers many economic reasons why it would be better for the FBI to
relocate here, not the least of which is proximity to the University, Ft. Meade, and the NSA.
Finally, there are many environmental reasons why Greenbelt is a better site. Besides the fact, as I
mentioned above, that Greenbelt is the only truly transit-oriented site to place these 11,000 jobs, placing
the FBI at Greenbelt WOULD preserve the wetlands. In fact, the wetlands would be established as a
security buffer, meaning that no other development would go in there. There are only two things that
would disturb the wetlands - a fence that would go in around the security buffer that would have a minimal
impact on the wetlands, and a trail that the developers would build. The developers of the project have
also promised significant environmental remediation, including preservation and restoration of the
Narragansett Run and Indian Creek. Currently, the Greenbelt Station is a gigantic parking lot, which is
terrible for the nearby wetlands. Any other development here - and some sort of development is likely to
happen at some point in the future (although it could be decades away) - could have a much more
negative impact on the wetlands than the FBI would.
Finally, as a cyclist I agree with you about the importance of this route through the Greenbelt Metro however, the developer would maintain this as a route for cyclists (through the current Metro drive to
Cherrywood Ln.), and would also build a bicycle path down to the South Core that would provide an
easier route for us north College Park residents to get down to Lake Artemisia (down Branchville Road
under Route 193) than risking our lives as we currently have to in order to cross Route 193. As mentioned
before, the developer would also build a path through the wetlands that would also provide non-motorized
access to Cherrywood Ln. As a whole, I think that the FBI coming to Greenbelt would improve bicycle
access in this area.
Hope that helps clarify a few things. Please let me know if you have any questions.
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Kuhn, Patti
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joan Brierton - PCAB <joan.brierton@gsa.gov>
Tuesday, May 26, 2015 4:41 PM
Kuhn, Patti; Anolik, Allison
Fwd: FBI Section 106 Strategy_Follow Up
MOA_GSA NPS NCPC_July 1996.pdf; PADC 1978 MOA_ACHP.pdf; 36 CFR Part 800.pdf;
Square 491_Guidelines_NCPC Staff Recommendation.pdf; Square_254
_Guidelines_NCPC Staff Recommendation.pdf; FBI Consolidation_Section 106
_Consulting Parties_Preliminary_021015.docx

Here's what was shared with the DCSHPO. Consulting Party list is final attachment.
_______________________
Joan M. Brierton
Senior Preservation Specialist
GSA Office of the Chief Architect
Center for Historic Buildings
1800 F Street, NW Suite 5400
Washington, DC 20405
202.494.7868

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Joan Brierton - PCAB <joan.brierton@gsa.gov>
Date: Tue, Feb 10, 2015 at 4:56 PM
Subject: FBI Section 106 Strategy_Follow Up
To: "Lewis, Andrew (OP)" <andrew.lewis@dc.gov>, David Maloney <david.maloney@dc.gov>
Cc: Nancy Witherell - WPDA <nancy.witherell@gsa.gov>, Kirsten Kulis <kkulis@achp.gov>, Bill Dowd - P
<william.dowd@gsa.gov>, Joan Brierton <joan.brierton@gsa.gov>
Andy and David:
Many thanks for taking time this morning to talk through the proposed Section 106 Strategy for the FBI
Headquarters Consolidation Project. A very helpful and productive meeting. With assistance from your office
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, GSA has worked very hard to be extremely thoughtful in its
approach to this large, multifaceted effort, and looks forward to continuing to collaborate with you in
consultation moving forward.
As promised, we are forwarding along the following documents in electronic format:
x
x
x
x
x
x

1996 PADC (GSA/NCPC/NPS) MOA
1978 PADC (ACHP) MOA
36 CFR Part 800
NCPC Staff Recommendation for Square (Newseum)
NCPC Staff Recommendation for Square 254
Revised Consulting Party List (Preliminary)

Please let me know if there is a document you requested that I have not attached here and we will forward on
immediately.
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We expect to be back in touch very soon regarding the consultation schedule and to follow up on various items
discussed today.
Again, we appreciate your time and guidance tremendously. As always, please do not hesitate to reach out to us
at any time.
All the best -Joan and Nancy

_______________________
Joan M. Brierton
Senior Preservation Specialist
GSA Office of the Chief Architect
Center for Historic Buildings
1800 F Street, NW Suite 5400
Washington, DC 20405
202.494.7868

On Wed, Feb 4, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Lewis, Andrew (OP) <andrew.lewis@dc.gov> wrote:
Good Morning Nancy:
We'll see you next Tuesday. I sent an invite but am confirming with this email just in case.
Hope all's well,
C. Andrew Lewis
Senior Historic Preservation Specialist
DC State Historic Preservation Office
Office of Planning
1100 4th Street, SW, Suite E650
Washington, DC 20024
Phone: 202-442-8841
Fax: 202-442-7638
andrew.lewis@dc.gov
www.planning.dc.gov/hpo

-----Original Message----From: Nancy Witherell - WPDC [mailto:nancy.witherell@gsa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:45 PM
To: Lewis, Andrew (OP)
Cc: Joan Brierton; Kirsten B. Kulis; Nancy Witherell
Subject: FBI with GSA next Tuesday, Feb 10
Hi, Andy - thanks for your note. We'd like to take you up on your suggested Tuesday Feb 10 morning
slot. Would 9:30 suit you and David?
thanks very much! See you next week,
nancy
Nancy Witherell
2
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nancy.witherell@gsa.gov
Sent from my iPhone
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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE

March 6, 2014
Ms. Nancy Witherell
Regional Historic Preservation Officer
Office of Planning & Design Quality
U.S. General Services Administration
301 7th Street, SW, Room 4004
Washington, DC 20407
RE:

SHPO Comments on the Federal Bureau of Investigation Determination of Eligibility Form

Dear Ms. Witherell:
Thank you for providing the DC State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) with a Determination of
Eligibility (DOE) Form for the J. Edgar Hoover Federal Bureau of Investigation Building (FBI
Building) located at 935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW. We very much appreciate the thoroughness of the
research and analysis that clearly went into preparing the very extensive DOE Form and its supporting
illustrations. We also appreciate that GSA arranged a site visit for us to inspect the property on January
17, 2014. Based upon our review of the DOE and the results of the site visit, we are hereby submitting
our comments regarding the National Register of Historic Places eligibility of the FBI Building in
accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and its implementing regulations,
36 CFR Part 800.
Although the FBI Building is the first purpose-built headquarters for the FBI, the DOE recommends that
the property is not eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. To summarize in the
broadest, most general terms, the DOE recommends that the FBI Building is:
x

Not eligible under Criterion A because the relative majority of significant events associated with
the FBI occurred prior to construction of the FBI Building;

x

Not eligible under Criterion B based upon association with J. Edgar Hoover because the building
was not completed until after his death;

x

Not eligible under Criterion C because the building is “not distinctive” as an example of
Brutalism or a notable example of the work of C.F. Murphy and Stanislaw Z. Gladych,
Architects;

x

Not eligible under Criterion D due to being unlikely to yield archaeological information
associated with history or prehistory; and

x

Not eligible under Criterion Consideration G because there is no basis to establish that the thirtynine year old building is of “exceptional importance.”

2000 14 th Street, N.W., 4 th Fl., Washington, D.C. 20009 202-442-7600, fax 202-442-7637
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Ms. Nancy Witherell
SHPO Comments on the Federal Bureau of Investigation Determination of Eligibility Form
March 6, 2014
Page 2

In addition to supporting the findings listed above, the DOE analyzes other relevant points that are
critical factors in evaluating the potential significance of the FBI Building including its contribution to
the redevelopment of Pennsylvania Avenue; its relationship to the goals of the Pennsylvania Avenue
Advisory Committee (PAAC); alterations that have affected the integrity of the property; the building’s
very extended design review process; critical reception; comparable examples of Brutalism; and other
pertinent topics. In each of these instances, the conclusions bolster the claim that the FBI Building does
not meet National Register Criteria. Also of note, the DOE clarifies that the FBI Building does not fall
within the Pennsylvania Avenue National Historic Site’s Period of Significance (1791-1962) and,
therefore, is not a contributing element of the surrounding historic district.
After careful consideration of the information provided and first-hand inspection of the existing building
conditions, we concur with GSA’s determination that the J. Edgar Hoover Federal Bureau of
Investigation Building is not eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. As a result,
no further consultation with our office regarding the eligibility of the FBI Building will be necessary.
If you should have any questions or comments, please contact me at david.maloney@dc.gov or 202-4428850 or Andrew Lewis at andrew.lewis@dc.gov or 202-442-8841. Otherwise, thank you for providing
this opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

David Maloney
DC State Historic Preservation Officer
13-674

2000 14 th Street, N.W., 4 th Fl., Washington, D.C. 20009 202-442-7600, fax 202-442-7637
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COMMO
ONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Depaartment of Historic Resources
Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

2801 Kenssington Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23221

Julie V. Langan
Director
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391
www.dhr.virginia.gov

October 7, 2014
U.S. General Services Administtration – NCR
Public Buildings Service
Quality
Office of Planning and Design Q
Attention: Nia Francis, Project M
Manager
th
301 7 Street SW, Room 4004
Washington, D.C. 20427
Re:

Section 106 Compliancce for FBI Headquarters Consolidation
Virginia
DHR File No. 2014-10993

Dear Ms. Francis,
On September 8, 2014, the Virgginia Department of Historic Resources (DHR) received information
pursuant to Section 106 of the N
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amend
ded. We
understand that the General Serrvices Administration is preparing an EIS for the con
nsolidation of the
FBI Headquarters and exchangee of the J. Edgar Hoover Building parcel. From yourr letter, we also
understand that GSA intends to partially fulfill the Section 106 public notification and
a consultation
requirements through the NEPA
A scoping process
It is our opinion that this underttaking has the potential to impact historic properties. We request that
GSA continue to consult with D
DHR as the project progresses. Should you have add
ditional questions,
please contact me at (804) 482-66084, or via email at andrea.kampinen@dhr.virginiaa.gov.
Sincerely,

Andrea Kampinen
Architectural Historian, Office oof Review and Compliance

Administrative Services
10 Courthouse Ave.
Petersburg, VA 23803
Tel: (804) 862-6408
Fax: (804) 862-6196

Capital Region Office
2801 Kensington Avenuee
Richmond, VA 23221
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391

Tidewater Region Office
14415 Old Courthouse Way
2nd Floor
Newport News, VA 23608
Tel: (757) 886-2818
Fax: (757) 886-2808

Western Region Office
962 Kime Lane
Salem, VA 24153
Tel: (540) 387-5443
Fax: (540) 387-5446

Northern Region Office
5357 Main Street
PO Box 519
Stephens City, VA 22655
Tel: (540) 868-7029
Fax: (540) 868-7033
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COMMO
ONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Depaartment of Historic Resources
Molly Joseph Ward
Secretary of Natural Resources

2801 Kenssington Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23221

Julie V. Langan
Director
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (804) 367-2391
www.dhr.virginia.gov

June 12, 2015
Ms. Nancy Witherell
U.S. General Services Administratiion – NCR
Office of Planning and Design Quaality
401 7th Street SW, Room 4004
Washington, D.C. 20427
Re:

FBI Headquarters Consoliidation – Initiation of Section 106 Compliance
Virginia
DHR File No. 2014-1093

Dear Ms. Witherell,
On May 15, 2015, the Virginia Deppartment of Historic Resources (DHR) received informatiion pursuant to
Section 106 of the National Historiic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended. We understand that the General
Services Administration (GSA) is ccoordinating the relocation of the Federal Bureau of Invesstigation (FBI)
Headquarters from its downtown loocation to a consolidated campus at a new suburban locatiion. Specifically,
the J. Edgar Hoover Building at 9335 Pennsylvania Avenue NW in Washington, D.C., will bee exchanged for the
headquarters.
In Virginia, an alternative site undeer consideration is located in Springfield, Fairfax County. The GSA
Franconia Warehouse Complex (D
DHR ID#029-5876) contains two warehouses built in 1953
3. GSA has defined
the Area of Potential Effects (APE) surrounding the site as a 0.25 mile radius. Several post--1950 subdivisions
fall within the APE. At this early sstage in consultation, we concur with your APE. Should the
t Fairfax County
site be selected as the preferred alteernative for the new consolidated headquarters, we would
d request
architectural survey within the APE
E.
We look forward to participating inn the first consulting parties meeting on June 16th. Should
d you have
additional questions, please contact me at (804) 482-6084, or via email at andrea.burke@dhrr.virginia.gov.
Sincerely,

Andrea Burke
Architectural Historian, Review annd Compliance Division

Administrative Services
10 Courthouse Ave.
Petersburg, VA 23803
Tel: (804) 862-6408
Fax: (804) 862-6196

Capital R
Region Office
2801 Kennsington Avenue
Richmond, VA 23221
Tel: (804) 367-2323
Fax: (8044) 367-2391

Western Region Office
962 Kime Lane
Salem, VA 24153
Tel: (540) 387-5443
Fax: (540) 387-5446

Northern Region Office
5357 Maiin Street
PO Box 519
5
Stephens City, VA 22655
Tel: (540)) 868-7029
Fax: (540
0) 868-7033
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Van Dyke, Susan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Greg Golden -DNR- <greg.golden@maryland.gov>
Thursday, February 12, 2015 12:20 PM
Van Dyke, Susan
Lori Byrne -DNRMD DNR natural resources scoping information (RTE species and fisheries/aquatics )
Re: FBI Relocation Project Re: EIS Biological Resources Information

Categories:

REFERENCE

Susan:
Thank you for your request of natural resources scoping information for the two sites in Maryland under
consideration for the FBI Relocation Project, and for your patience as we collected and confirmed the necessary
information. The two sites include: the Greenbelt Metro Station located near the intersection of Interstate
Highways 95 and 495 in Prince George's County (Greenbelt Station Beltway Exit 24), and the former Landover
Mall site along Brightseat Road and near Landover Road (MD 202) near Beltway Exit 17, in Landover, Prince
George's County.
Our DNR Wildlife and Heritage Service has provided the following information on rare, threatened, and
endangered species for the two Maryland sites being considered for this project:
For the Greenbelt Metro site, the Wildlife and Heritage Service’s Natural Heritage database indicates that there is
a record for a population of state-listed endangered Trailing Stitchwort (Stellaria alsine) occurring in the floodplain
of Indian Creek, adjacent to the existing Greenbelt MARC/Metrorail Station. Any work in this area should
incorporate protection measures to help preserve the braided stream network and the floodplain/bottomland
community. Stringent adherence to all appropriate best management practices for sediment and erosion control
is also recommended. While we don't provide exact locations of Rare, Threatened, and Endangered (RT&E)
species in public documents, we do agree that it is appropriate to name the Stellaria in public documents
associated with this project, including the EIS document.
For the Landover Mall site, There is a record for the Purple Passionflower (Passiflora incarnata) from 1990 that
was located on the roadside of nearby Brightseat Road and may possibly still exist, however, there is the
likelihood that this population is introduced and therefore doesn't warrant protection. The current status of this
species in Maryland is "SU" (uncertain). We mention this now mainly to cover all bases in case of previous
coordination that may have mentioned this species when it was listed in Maryland. In summary, we have no
current RT&E concerns for the area in and around Landover Mall.
Please note, the distribution and location of the individual stellaria plants can vary over time in the Indian Creek floodplain and stream
network habitat. We are available to discuss and work with the project consultants further on evaluating and assessing the characteristics of
typical or current plant distribution, but conservation measures in any case will focus on the protection measures of the overall floodplain
habitat referenced above, to include optimized stormwater management and other water quality measures. We believe such protection
measures are very feasible and advantageous under a well planned and managed re-development approach near Indian Creek floodplains.
Regarding fisheries and aquatic resources, we provide the following information:
No Marine resources are located in the area.
Indian Creek and the smaller headwater streams in the vicinity of both Maryland sites are designated as Use I streams (Water Contact
Recreation and Protection of Nontidal Warmwater Aquatic Life). Generally, no instream work is permitted in Use I streams during the
period of March 1 through June 15, inclusive, during any year.
Anadromous fish species, including alewife herring, blueback herring and sea lamprey, have been documented migrating and spawning in
Indian Creek stream reaches in the vicinity of Greenbelt Metro Station, and restoration efforts have targeted the improvement of fish passage
access to and through these Indian Creek reaches. Such anadromous fish can also be found further downstream of the two Maryland sites, in
1
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other reaches of the Anacostia River system. In perennial stream reaches in the vicinity of both Maryland sites (Greenbelt and Landover)
communities of several warmwater fish species can typically be found. A Maryland Biological Stream Survey (MBSS) sampling station in
the vicinity of Greenbelt documents the following warmwater species: American eel, blacknose dace, tessellated darter, eastern mudminnow,
fallfish, redfin pickerel, white sucker, creek chubsucker, least brook lamprey, redbreast sunfish, longnose dace, pumpkinseed sunfish, and
swallowtail shiner. The same or similar warmwater fish species would be expected in streams near the Landover site.
There are records of native crayfish in the region which are designated as "Greatest Conservation Need". Species of Greatest Conservation
Need are those animals, both aquatic and terrestrial, that are at risk or declining in Maryland. It is crucial that water quality and hydrology be
maintained in local stream reaches. There is importance to optimally managing and controlling sedimentation and avoiding introduction of
man-made debris into local stream reaches.
The fisheries resources above will be adequately protected by the instream work restriction period referenced above, stringent sediment and
erosion control methods, and other Best Management Practices typically used for protection of stream resources.
Our Department programs have participated in many conservation, restoration, and retrofit activities over many years in the Anacostia River
watershed and other nearby Prince George's County watersheds. It is important to emphasize that both of the Maryland sites in this study
clearly represent excellent opportunities for well planned and managed redevelopment in existing urban and suburban settings, with
associated habitat, hydrology, and water quality restoration and retrofit elements. Such wisely managed redevelopment can benefit certain
types of local natural resources, including all of those specific natural resource elements referenced above at these two sites. We recommend
and support that the project study include careful evaluation of environmentally sensitive design and building elements along with restoration
and retrofit opportunities.

If you have any questions on the information above, please contact me at your convenience.
Greg Golden
Project Review Division
Integrated Policy and Review Unit
MD Department of Natural Resources
410-260-8331
please note my new email address: greg.golden@maryland.gov
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Van Dyke, Susan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lori Byrne -DNR- <lori.byrne@maryland.gov>
Friday, June 19, 2015 11:47 AM
Greg Golden -DNRVan Dyke, Susan
Re: follow up Re: MD DNR natural resources scoping information (RTE species and
fisheries/aquatics ) Re: FBI Relocation Project Re: EIS Biological Resources Information

Categories:

REFERENCE

Hi Susan and Greg,
For this project area, the WHS is not going to have any concerns for occurrences of the Northern Long-eared
Bat. Thanks for checking.
Lori Byrne
On Fri, Jun 19, 2015 at 11:31 AM, Greg Golden -DNR- <greg.golden@maryland.gov> wrote:
Susan,
Thanks for your patience while I was out of town. I spoke with DNR's Wildlife and Heritage Service late this
week on this topic. They have recently framed up and formulated their review approach for the northern longeared bat. Although I was able to give you some basic aspects verbally by phone today, for specific details
and anything you would like to put into written reports, you will want to correspond with Lori Byrne
directly. Her email address is included here, and Lori's phone # is 410-260-8573.
thanks
greg
Greg Golden
Project Review Division
Integrated Policy and Review Unit
MD Department of Natural Resources
410-260-8331
please note my new email address: greg.golden@maryland.gov

On Wed, Jun 10, 2015 at 4:17 PM, Van Dyke, Susan <SVanDyke@louisberger.com> wrote:
1
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HeyGreg,

It’sbeenawhilesincewelastspoke–Howiseverything?

Iwashopingyoucouldhelpmeoutwithsomethingconcerningthesamesites/EISweweretalkingaboutinourprior
emails.Thenorthernlongearedbatrecently(May2015)becamethreatenedandIwashopingifyoucouldletme
knowifthereareanypopulationswithinorclosetotheprojectareas.Idon’tthinktheywouldhavebeenincludedin
thelastconsultationwehad,butiftheywereandtheyjustaren’tattheprojectareas,letmeknow.

Thankyou!

Susan

Susan Van Dyke
Environmental Scientist | Planning, Facilities, and Resource Management

phone

+1.202.303.2627

email

svandyke@louisberger.com

web

louisberger.com

Louis Berger
1250 23rd Street, NW | Washington | District of Columbia | USA | 20037
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-Lori A. Byrne
Environmental Review Coordinator
MD DNR
Wildlife and Heritage Service
Tawes State Office Building
410-260-8573
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U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

FBI Consolidation
IPaC Trust Resource Report
Generated September 01, 2015 09:41 AM MDT
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IPaC Trust Resource Report

BGZL7-WHCQZ-EWPDJ-6OCQZ-UKGDCU

US Fish & Wildlife Service

IPaC Trust Resource Report
Project Description
NAME

FBI Consolidation
PROJECT CODE

BGZL7-WHCQZ-EWPDJ-6OCQZ-UKGDCU
LOCATION

District of Columbia County, District of
Columbia
DESCRIPTION

FBI Consolidation - JEH Building

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Contact Information
Species in this report are managed by:
Chesapeake Bay Ecological Services Field Office
177 Admiral Cochrane Drive
Annapolis, MD 21401-7307
(410) 573-4599

09/01/2015 09:41

IPaC Information for Planning and Conservation
Version 2.2.3

Page157
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IPaC Trust Resource Report

BGZL7-WHCQZ-EWPDJ-6OCQZ-UKGDCU

Endangered Species
Proposed, candidate, threatened, and endangered species that are managed by the
Endangered Species Program and should be considered as part of an effect analysis
for this project.
This unofficial species list is for informational purposes only and does not fulfill the
requirements under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, which states that Federal
agencies are required to "request of the Secretary of Interior information whether any
species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a
proposed action." This requirement applies to projects which are conducted, permitted
or licensed by any Federal agency.
A letter from the local office and a species list which fulfills this requirement can be
obtained by returning to this project on the IPaC website and requesting an Official
Species List from the regulatory documents section.

Mammals
Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

CRITICAL HABITAT

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=A0JE

Critical Habitats
Potential effects to critical habitat(s) within the project area must be analyzed along with
the endangered species themselves.
There is no critical habitat within this project area

09/01/2015 09:41

IPaC Information for Planning and Conservation
Version 2.2.3

Page 3
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IPaC Trust Resource Report

BGZL7-WHCQZ-EWPDJ-6OCQZ-UKGDCU

Migratory Birds
Birds are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act.
Any activity which results in the take of migratory birds or eagles is prohibited unless
authorized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1). There are no provisions for
allowing the take of migratory birds that are unintentionally killed or injured.
You are responsible for complying with the appropriate regulations for the protection of
birds as part of this project. This involves analyzing potential impacts and implementing
appropriate conservation measures for all project activities.
American Oystercatcher Haematopus palliatus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0G8

American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0F3

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B008

Black-billed Cuckoo Coccyzus erythropthalmus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HI

Blue-winged Warbler Vermivora pinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Cerulean Warbler Dendroica cerulea

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B09I

Fox Sparrow Passerella iliaca

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Kentucky Warbler Oporornis formosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Least Bittern Ixobrychus exilis

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prairie Warbler Dendroica discolor

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prothonotary Warbler Protonotaria citrea

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
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Red-headed Woodpecker Melanerpes erythrocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Rusty Blackbird Euphagus carolinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Saltmarsh Sparrow Ammodramus caudacutus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Short-billed Dowitcher Limnodromus griseus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HD

Snowy Egret Egretta thula

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Worm Eating Warbler Helmitheros vermivorum

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
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Refuges
Any activity proposed on National Wildlife Refuge lands must undergo a 'Compatibility
Determination' conducted by the Refuge. If your project overlaps or otherwise impacts a
Refuge, please contact that Refuge to discuss the authorization process.
There are no refuges within this project area
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Wetlands
Impacts to NWI wetlands and other aquatic habitats from your project may be subject to
regulation under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, or other State/Federal Statutes.
Project proponents should discuss the relationship of these requirements to their project
with the Regulatory Program of the appropriate U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District.
DATA LIMITATIONS

The Service's objective of mapping wetlands and deepwater habitats is to produce reconnaissance level information
on the location, type and size of these resources. The maps are prepared from the analysis of high altitude imagery.
Wetlands are identified based on vegetation, visible hydrology and geography. A margin of error is inherent in the use
of imagery; thus, detailed on-the-ground inspection of any particular site may result in revision of the wetland
boundaries or classification established through image analysis.
The accuracy of image interpretation depends on the quality of the imagery, the experience of the image analysts,
the amount and quality of the collateral data and the amount of ground truth verification work conducted. Metadata
should be consulted to determine the date of the source imagery used and any mapping problems.
Wetlands or other mapped features may have changed since the date of the imagery or field work. There may be
occasional differences in polygon boundaries or classifications between the information depicted on the map and the
actual conditions on site.
DATA EXCLUSIONS

Certain wetland habitats are excluded from the National mapping program because of the limitations of aerial
imagery as the primary data source used to detect wetlands. These habitats include seagrasses or submerged
aquatic vegetation that are found in the intertidal and subtidal zones of estuaries and nearshore coastal waters.
Some deepwater reef communities (coral or tuberficid worm reefs) have also been excluded from the inventory.
These habitats, because of their depth, go undetected by aerial imagery.
DATA PRECAUTIONS

Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands may define and describe wetlands in a
different manner than that used in this inventory. There is no attempt, in either the design or products of this
inventory, to define the limits of proprietary jurisdiction of any Federal, state, or local government or to establish the
geographical scope of the regulatory programs of government agencies. Persons intending to engage in activities
involving modifications within or adjacent to wetland areas should seek the advice of appropriate federal, state, or
local agencies concerning specified agency regulatory programs and proprietary jurisdictions that may affect such
activities.

Wetland data is unavailable at this time.
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US Fish & Wildlife Service

IPaC Trust Resource Report
Project Description
NAME

FBI Consolidation
PROJECT CODE

DDCQA-BN3VF-DTLB4-QFJ5N-YRZAWM
LOCATION

Prince George's County, Maryland
DESCRIPTION

FBI Consolidation - Greenbelt Site

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Contact Information
Species in this report are managed by:
Chesapeake Bay Ecological Services Field Office
177 Admiral Cochrane Drive
Annapolis, MD 21401-7307
(410) 573-4599
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Endangered Species
Proposed, candidate, threatened, and endangered species that are managed by the
Endangered Species Program and should be considered as part of an effect analysis
for this project.
This unofficial species list is for informational purposes only and does not fulfill the
requirements under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, which states that Federal
agencies are required to "request of the Secretary of Interior information whether any
species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a
proposed action." This requirement applies to projects which are conducted, permitted
or licensed by any Federal agency.
A letter from the local office and a species list which fulfills this requirement can be
obtained by returning to this project on the IPaC website and requesting an Official
Species List from the regulatory documents section.

Mammals
Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

CRITICAL HABITAT

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=A0JE

Critical Habitats
Potential effects to critical habitat(s) within the project area must be analyzed along with
the endangered species themselves.
There is no critical habitat within this project area
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Migratory Birds
Birds are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act.
Any activity which results in the take of migratory birds or eagles is prohibited unless
authorized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1). There are no provisions for
allowing the take of migratory birds that are unintentionally killed or injured.
You are responsible for complying with the appropriate regulations for the protection of
birds as part of this project. This involves analyzing potential impacts and implementing
appropriate conservation measures for all project activities.
American Oystercatcher Haematopus palliatus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0G8

American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0F3

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B008

Black-billed Cuckoo Coccyzus erythropthalmus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HI

Blue-winged Warbler Vermivora pinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Cerulean Warbler Dendroica cerulea

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B09I

Fox Sparrow Passerella iliaca

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Kentucky Warbler Oporornis formosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Least Bittern Ixobrychus exilis

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prairie Warbler Dendroica discolor

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prothonotary Warbler Protonotaria citrea

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
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Red Knot Calidris canutus rufa

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0DM

Red-headed Woodpecker Melanerpes erythrocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Rusty Blackbird Euphagus carolinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Saltmarsh Sparrow Ammodramus caudacutus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Short-billed Dowitcher Limnodromus griseus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HD

Snowy Egret Egretta thula

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Worm Eating Warbler Helmitheros vermivorum

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
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Refuges
Any activity proposed on National Wildlife Refuge lands must undergo a 'Compatibility
Determination' conducted by the Refuge. If your project overlaps or otherwise impacts a
Refuge, please contact that Refuge to discuss the authorization process.
There are no refuges within this project area
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Wetlands
Impacts to NWI wetlands and other aquatic habitats from your project may be subject to
regulation under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, or other State/Federal Statutes.
Project proponents should discuss the relationship of these requirements to their project
with the Regulatory Program of the appropriate U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District.
DATA LIMITATIONS

The Service's objective of mapping wetlands and deepwater habitats is to produce reconnaissance level information
on the location, type and size of these resources. The maps are prepared from the analysis of high altitude imagery.
Wetlands are identified based on vegetation, visible hydrology and geography. A margin of error is inherent in the use
of imagery; thus, detailed on-the-ground inspection of any particular site may result in revision of the wetland
boundaries or classification established through image analysis.
The accuracy of image interpretation depends on the quality of the imagery, the experience of the image analysts,
the amount and quality of the collateral data and the amount of ground truth verification work conducted. Metadata
should be consulted to determine the date of the source imagery used and any mapping problems.
Wetlands or other mapped features may have changed since the date of the imagery or field work. There may be
occasional differences in polygon boundaries or classifications between the information depicted on the map and the
actual conditions on site.
DATA EXCLUSIONS

Certain wetland habitats are excluded from the National mapping program because of the limitations of aerial
imagery as the primary data source used to detect wetlands. These habitats include seagrasses or submerged
aquatic vegetation that are found in the intertidal and subtidal zones of estuaries and nearshore coastal waters.
Some deepwater reef communities (coral or tuberficid worm reefs) have also been excluded from the inventory.
These habitats, because of their depth, go undetected by aerial imagery.
DATA PRECAUTIONS

Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands may define and describe wetlands in a
different manner than that used in this inventory. There is no attempt, in either the design or products of this
inventory, to define the limits of proprietary jurisdiction of any Federal, state, or local government or to establish the
geographical scope of the regulatory programs of government agencies. Persons intending to engage in activities
involving modifications within or adjacent to wetland areas should seek the advice of appropriate federal, state, or
local agencies concerning specified agency regulatory programs and proprietary jurisdictions that may affect such
activities.

Wetland data is unavailable at this time.
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US Fish & Wildlife Service

IPaC Trust Resource Report
Project Description
NAME

FBI Consolidation
PROJECT CODE

S2PH4-LBIAZ-EWZA7-2DHNZ-FJBYUE
LOCATION

Prince George's County, Maryland
DESCRIPTION

FBI Consolidation - Landover Site

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Contact Information
Species in this report are managed by:
Chesapeake Bay Ecological Services Field Office
177 Admiral Cochrane Drive
Annapolis, MD 21401-7307
(410) 573-4599
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Endangered Species
Proposed, candidate, threatened, and endangered species that are managed by the
Endangered Species Program and should be considered as part of an effect analysis
for this project.
This unofficial species list is for informational purposes only and does not fulfill the
requirements under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, which states that Federal
agencies are required to "request of the Secretary of Interior information whether any
species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a
proposed action." This requirement applies to projects which are conducted, permitted
or licensed by any Federal agency.
A letter from the local office and a species list which fulfills this requirement can be
obtained by returning to this project on the IPaC website and requesting an Official
Species List from the regulatory documents section.

Mammals
Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

CRITICAL HABITAT

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=A0JE

Critical Habitats
Potential effects to critical habitat(s) within the project area must be analyzed along with
the endangered species themselves.
There is no critical habitat within this project area
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Migratory Birds
Birds are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act.
Any activity which results in the take of migratory birds or eagles is prohibited unless
authorized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1). There are no provisions for
allowing the take of migratory birds that are unintentionally killed or injured.
You are responsible for complying with the appropriate regulations for the protection of
birds as part of this project. This involves analyzing potential impacts and implementing
appropriate conservation measures for all project activities.
American Oystercatcher Haematopus palliatus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0G8

American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0F3

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B008

Black-billed Cuckoo Coccyzus erythropthalmus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HI

Blue-winged Warbler Vermivora pinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Cerulean Warbler Dendroica cerulea

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B09I

Fox Sparrow Passerella iliaca

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Kentucky Warbler Oporornis formosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Least Bittern Ixobrychus exilis

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prairie Warbler Dendroica discolor

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prothonotary Warbler Protonotaria citrea

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
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Red Knot Calidris canutus rufa

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0DM

Red-headed Woodpecker Melanerpes erythrocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Rusty Blackbird Euphagus carolinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Saltmarsh Sparrow Ammodramus caudacutus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Seaside Sparrow Ammodramus maritimus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Short-billed Dowitcher Limnodromus griseus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HD

Snowy Egret Egretta thula

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Worm Eating Warbler Helmitheros vermivorum

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
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Refuges
Any activity proposed on National Wildlife Refuge lands must undergo a 'Compatibility
Determination' conducted by the Refuge. If your project overlaps or otherwise impacts a
Refuge, please contact that Refuge to discuss the authorization process.
There are no refuges within this project area
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Wetlands
Impacts to NWI wetlands and other aquatic habitats from your project may be subject to
regulation under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, or other State/Federal Statutes.
Project proponents should discuss the relationship of these requirements to their project
with the Regulatory Program of the appropriate U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District.
DATA LIMITATIONS

The Service's objective of mapping wetlands and deepwater habitats is to produce reconnaissance level information
on the location, type and size of these resources. The maps are prepared from the analysis of high altitude imagery.
Wetlands are identified based on vegetation, visible hydrology and geography. A margin of error is inherent in the use
of imagery; thus, detailed on-the-ground inspection of any particular site may result in revision of the wetland
boundaries or classification established through image analysis.
The accuracy of image interpretation depends on the quality of the imagery, the experience of the image analysts,
the amount and quality of the collateral data and the amount of ground truth verification work conducted. Metadata
should be consulted to determine the date of the source imagery used and any mapping problems.
Wetlands or other mapped features may have changed since the date of the imagery or field work. There may be
occasional differences in polygon boundaries or classifications between the information depicted on the map and the
actual conditions on site.
DATA EXCLUSIONS

Certain wetland habitats are excluded from the National mapping program because of the limitations of aerial
imagery as the primary data source used to detect wetlands. These habitats include seagrasses or submerged
aquatic vegetation that are found in the intertidal and subtidal zones of estuaries and nearshore coastal waters.
Some deepwater reef communities (coral or tuberficid worm reefs) have also been excluded from the inventory.
These habitats, because of their depth, go undetected by aerial imagery.
DATA PRECAUTIONS

Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands may define and describe wetlands in a
different manner than that used in this inventory. There is no attempt, in either the design or products of this
inventory, to define the limits of proprietary jurisdiction of any Federal, state, or local government or to establish the
geographical scope of the regulatory programs of government agencies. Persons intending to engage in activities
involving modifications within or adjacent to wetland areas should seek the advice of appropriate federal, state, or
local agencies concerning specified agency regulatory programs and proprietary jurisdictions that may affect such
activities.

Wetland data is unavailable at this time.
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US Fish & Wildlife Service

IPaC Trust Resource Report
Project Description
NAME

FBI Consolidation
PROJECT CODE

EP6TB-EQUPZ-ASNC2-OZJ6L-YOC22A
LOCATION

Fairfax County, Virginia
DESCRIPTION

FBI Consolidation - Springfield Site

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Contact Information
Species in this report are managed by:
Virginia Ecological Services Field Office
6669 Short Lane
Gloucester, VA 23061-4410
(804) 693-6694
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Endangered Species
Proposed, candidate, threatened, and endangered species that are managed by the
Endangered Species Program and should be considered as part of an effect analysis
for this project.
This unofficial species list is for informational purposes only and does not fulfill the
requirements under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, which states that Federal
agencies are required to "request of the Secretary of Interior information whether any
species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a
proposed action." This requirement applies to projects which are conducted, permitted
or licensed by any Federal agency.
A letter from the local office and a species list which fulfills this requirement can be
obtained by returning to this project on the IPaC website and requesting an Official
Species List from the regulatory documents section.

Mammals
Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

CRITICAL HABITAT

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=A0JE

Critical Habitats
Potential effects to critical habitat(s) within the project area must be analyzed along with
the endangered species themselves.
There is no critical habitat within this project area
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Migratory Birds
Birds are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act.
Any activity which results in the take of migratory birds or eagles is prohibited unless
authorized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1). There are no provisions for
allowing the take of migratory birds that are unintentionally killed or injured.
You are responsible for complying with the appropriate regulations for the protection of
birds as part of this project. This involves analyzing potential impacts and implementing
appropriate conservation measures for all project activities.
American Oystercatcher Haematopus palliatus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0G8

American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0F3

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B008

Black-billed Cuckoo Coccyzus erythropthalmus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HI

Blue-winged Warbler Vermivora pinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Fox Sparrow Passerella iliaca

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Kentucky Warbler Oporornis formosus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Least Bittern Ixobrychus exilis

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Pied-billed Grebe Podilymbus podiceps

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prairie Warbler Dendroica discolor

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Prothonotary Warbler Protonotaria citrea

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Purple Sandpiper Calidris maritima

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Red-headed Woodpecker Melanerpes erythrocephalus

Bird of conservation concern

Year-round

Rusty Blackbird Euphagus carolinus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
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Short-billed Dowitcher Limnodromus griseus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Wintering
https://ecos.fws.gov/speciesProfile/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=B0HD

Snowy Egret Egretta thula

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Wood Thrush Hylocichla mustelina

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding

Worm Eating Warbler Helmitheros vermivorum

Bird of conservation concern

Season: Breeding
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Refuges
Any activity proposed on National Wildlife Refuge lands must undergo a 'Compatibility
Determination' conducted by the Refuge. If your project overlaps or otherwise impacts a
Refuge, please contact that Refuge to discuss the authorization process.
There are no refuges within this project area
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Wetlands
Impacts to NWI wetlands and other aquatic habitats from your project may be subject to
regulation under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, or other State/Federal Statutes.
Project proponents should discuss the relationship of these requirements to their project
with the Regulatory Program of the appropriate U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District.
DATA LIMITATIONS

The Service's objective of mapping wetlands and deepwater habitats is to produce reconnaissance level information
on the location, type and size of these resources. The maps are prepared from the analysis of high altitude imagery.
Wetlands are identified based on vegetation, visible hydrology and geography. A margin of error is inherent in the use
of imagery; thus, detailed on-the-ground inspection of any particular site may result in revision of the wetland
boundaries or classification established through image analysis.
The accuracy of image interpretation depends on the quality of the imagery, the experience of the image analysts,
the amount and quality of the collateral data and the amount of ground truth verification work conducted. Metadata
should be consulted to determine the date of the source imagery used and any mapping problems.
Wetlands or other mapped features may have changed since the date of the imagery or field work. There may be
occasional differences in polygon boundaries or classifications between the information depicted on the map and the
actual conditions on site.
DATA EXCLUSIONS

Certain wetland habitats are excluded from the National mapping program because of the limitations of aerial
imagery as the primary data source used to detect wetlands. These habitats include seagrasses or submerged
aquatic vegetation that are found in the intertidal and subtidal zones of estuaries and nearshore coastal waters.
Some deepwater reef communities (coral or tuberficid worm reefs) have also been excluded from the inventory.
These habitats, because of their depth, go undetected by aerial imagery.
DATA PRECAUTIONS

Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands may define and describe wetlands in a
different manner than that used in this inventory. There is no attempt, in either the design or products of this
inventory, to define the limits of proprietary jurisdiction of any Federal, state, or local government or to establish the
geographical scope of the regulatory programs of government agencies. Persons intending to engage in activities
involving modifications within or adjacent to wetland areas should seek the advice of appropriate federal, state, or
local agencies concerning specified agency regulatory programs and proprietary jurisdictions that may affect such
activities.

Wetland data is unavailable at this time.
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2/4/2015

GSA.gov Mail - FBI HQ Consolidation Project

Denise Decker - WPT-C <denise.decker@gsa.gov>

FBI HQ Consolidation Project
Masog, Tom <Tom.Masog@ppd.mncppc.org>
To: Denise Decker - WPT-C <denise.decker@gsa.gov>

Tue, Jan 27, 2015 at 12:42 PM

Ms. Decker

Please accept this as confirmation that the scoping of the FBI HQ Consolidation EIS is acceptable to the Prince
George’s County Planning Department. At the time of discussion, the list of intersections to be studied is
adequate. All assumed developments in the area and assumed road improvements are also correct as of this
time. All underlying assumptions have been discussed thoroughly, and are acceptable.

Tom Masog, Supervisor, Transportation Planning Section
Countywide Planning Division, Prince George’s Planning Department
(301) 952-5216
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2/4/2015

GSA.gov Mail - FW: FBI - GSE Site Growth Rate

Denise Decker - WPT-C <denise.decker@gsa.gov>

FW: FBI - GSE Site Growth Rate
Berger, Mark <mberger@louisberger.com>
Thu, Jan 15, 2015 at 2:23 PM
To: Nia Francis - WPDB <nia.francis@gsa.gov>, "Denise Decker (denise.decker@gsa.gov)"
<denise.decker@gsa.gov>, Mack Gaither - WPTB-C <mack.gaither@gsa.gov>
Cc: "Canan, Timothy" <tcanan@louisberger.com>, "Anolik, Allison" <aanolik@louisberger.com>, "Zurawski, Carol
A" <czurawski@louisberger.com>

Nia and company – VDOT accepts the terms

See below
Mark Berger AICP
Principal Transportation Planner | Planning Facilities and Resource Management

direct

+1.202.303.2787

mobile

+1.202.570.9523

email

mberger@louisberger.com

web

louisberger.com

Louis Berger
1250 23rd Street NW | Washington | DC | 20037 | USA

Celebrating 60 Years

From: Kraucunas, Paul J. (VDOT), P.E. [mailto:Paul.Kraucunas@VDOT.Virginia.gov]
Sent: Thursday, January 15, 2015 2:20 PM
To: Berger, Mark
Cc: Daniel Rathbone; Burke, Thomas W. (Thomas.Burke@fairfaxcounty.gov)
Subject: RE: FBI - GSE Site Growth Rate
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2/4/2015

GSA.gov Mail - FW: FBI - GSE Site Growth Rate

Mark,
VDOT finds this scoping agreement acceptable, subject to the Fairfax County inputs on the pipeline
development that should be included in the study.
Paul Kraucunas
Land Development Program Manager

From: Berger, Mark [mailto:mberger@louisberger.com]
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 2:28 PM
To: Kraucunas, Paul J. (VDOT), P.E.
Subject: RE: FBI - GSE Site Growth Rate

Paul,

Here is the latest scoping agreement – hope to finalize this by Monday with VDOT/Fairfax County. I will be at
TRB Monday – Wednesday in many committee meetings next week, but will check my email when possible.

Mark

Mark Berger AICP
Principal Transportation Planner | Planning Facilities and Resource Management

direct

+1.202.303.2787

mobile

+1.202.570.9523

email

mberger@louisberger.com

web

louisberger.com

Louis Berger
1250 23rd Street NW | Washington | DC | 20037 | USA

Celebrating 60 Years
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2/4/2015

GSA.gov Mail - FW: FBI - GSE Site Growth Rate

From: Kraucunas, Paul J. (VDOT), P.E. [mailto:Paul.Kraucunas@VDOT.Virginia.gov]
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 1:58 PM
To: Berger, Mark
Subject: FBI - GSE Site Growth Rate

Mark,
After discussion with Fairfax County, VDOT would suggest that you use a 0.58 growth rate for this project.
Thank you,
Paul

This message, including any attachments hereto, may contain privileged and/or confidential information and is
intended solely for the attention and use of the intended addressee(s). If you are not the intended addressee,
you may neither use, copy, nor deliver to anyone this message or any of its attachments. In such case, you
should immediately destroy this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply mail. Unless
made by a person with actual authority conferred by Louis Berger, the information and statements herein do not
constitute a binding commitment or warranty by Louis Berger. Louis Berger assumes no responsibility for any
misperceptions, errors or misunderstandings. You are urged to verify any information that is confusing and report
any errors/concerns to us in writing.
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There are no other GSA projects planned within the Pennsylvania Avenue corridor other than the Old Post
Office Redevelopment, which has already completed DDOT review.

Proposed Documents: Pennsylvania Avenue Plan, National Capital Planning Commission Comprehensive and
Framework Plans, Old Post Office Redevelopment Transportation Study, and District of Columbia zoning
regulations.
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Indirect impacts include the environmental impacts that may occur from changes in land use or population density as a result of the proposed action. The development
scenarios are a tool that GSA will use to project a conservative estimate of the transportation impacts from the development of the JEH parcel, for inclusion in the
Environmental Impact Statement.
DDOT Comments/Action Items
1. Strategic Planning Elements (Planning Documents)
Planning Guidelines: The CTR will address how the proposed development considers the primary city-wide
planning documents, as well as localized studies. See Section 3.1 of the CTR guidelines for more information.

impacts that are “caused by the action and are later in time… but are still reasonably foreseeable” (40 C.F.R. §1508.8)

the FBI Headquarters and leased offices within the National Capital Region. Once a new site is selected, the winning developer will build the FBI a new facility and in exchange
will be awarded the J Edgar Hoover (JEH) parcel for redevelopment. As required by NEPA, GSA is preparing an environmental impact statement (EIS) for the FBI Headquarters
Consolidation, which will include an evaluation of the indirect impacts of exchanging the JEH building. Included in the EIS will be a traffic impact analysis that will evaluate the
indirect transportation impacts of the JEH exchange. Indirect impacts will be based on reasonable foreseeable development scenarios (RFDS), which are not representative of
any developer’s proposals. A RFDS is basically a “what-if” development scenario for future private redevelopment. It is GSA’s estimate of what could be reasonably
developed by a private developer on the parcel in the foreseeable future. The RFDS provides a tool for GSA to use in the analysis of potential indirect impacts that may occur
from the proposed action. Indirect impacts are defined by NEPA regulations as:

Date of Filing:
Estimated Date of Hearing:
Description of Project: The General Services Administration (GSA), in coordination with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), is seeking a new site for consolidation of

Current Zoning and/or Overlay District: Proposed D6-B1, Current DD/C4

Case Type & No. (PUD, LTR, etc.)
Street Address: 935 Pennsylvania Avenue NW

Project Name & Applicant Team: FBI Headquarters Site Evaluation: J. Edgar Hoover Building Parcel Redevelopment Scenarios – General Services
Administration (GSA)

Redevelopment Scenario # 1: Proposed new person trips added to the study area
1,267,600 square feet
AM Peak
1,284
General Office:
ITE Code #710
PM Peak
255
Apartment:
672 units
AM Peak
67
ITE Code #220
PM Peak
252
Shopping Center
161,800 square feet
AM Peak
130
ITE Code #820
PM Peak
405
TOTAL
AM Peak
1,481
PM Peak
912

175
1,243
266
136
79
422
520
1,801

Governmental HQ Office (JEH): Existing FBI person trips to be removed from the study area
Source
Independent Variable Time Period
IN
OUT
FBI Turnstile Counts
2,800,000 square feet
AM Peak
1,320
99
PM Peak
145
1,173

1,459
1,498
333
388
209
827

TOTAL
1,419
1,318

The two redevelopment scenarios will include a combination of residential and office land uses along with
ground floor retail. The generated trips will be based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual General Office,
Shopping Center and Apartment Land Uses. The details of the FBI trips removed and redevelopment scenario
generated trips are listed below. The first scenario provides a conservative estimate for office use and the
second scenario a conservative estimate for residential use. Both redevelopment scenarios would include office
and residential uses, plus ground floor retail.

The trip generation will be based on new trips generated by nearby developments (background trips) and the
proposed JEH parcel redevelopment scenarios. It will also reflect the removal of the existing FBI trips from the
existing JEH Building. The study will follow the assumptions provided by other traffic studies to determine the
background trips generated by the nearby planned developments. The existing FBI trips will be determined by
using inbound JEH Building turnstile counts obtained from the FBI covering three days (11/12/2013 - Tuesday,
12/4/2013 - Wednesday, and 1/9/2014 - Thursday). The outbound flows will be calculated using the Institute of
Transportation (ITE) Engineers Trip Generation Manual Corporate Headquarters Land Use entering/exiting
percentages (AM – 93 percent entering/7 percent exiting and PM – 11 percent entering/89 percent exiting)
based on the peak AM hour between 6:30AM – 10:00AM and peak PM hour between 3:30PM – 7:00 PM).

Vehicle Trip Generation Assumptions
Guidelines: Provide preliminary site-generated vehicle trips and mode split assumptions. In addition, provide
the assumptions and supporting documentation behind the proposed mode split. See Section 3.2.1 of the CTR
guidelines for further information.

2. Roadway Network, Capacity & Operations

DDOT Comments/Action Items
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77
485
395
199
70
367
542
1,051

639
583
494
568
184
720

Vehicle
Carpool
Bicycle
Walk
Transit

Mode Share

13.5%
8.5%
2%
1%
75%

FBI

17%
11%
3%
2%
67%

Future Office

10%
11%
8%
12%
59%

Future
Residential/Retail

The 2020 MWCOG Travel Demand Model mode split projections and 2005 WMATA Development Survey was
used as a starting point and adjusted based on the projected future off-street parking supply and other sources.

Proposed preliminary mode split and supporting documentation: The FBI mode split is based on the current
number of FBI employee vanpools and carpools, as well as the number of employees signed up for the transit
subsidy. The future office and residential were calculated based on referencing the following sources:
x 2005 WMATA Development Survey
x 2010 State of the Commute Report
x 2013 State of the Commute Report
x 2010 American Community Survey (Census at Tract Level)
x Recent Local Development Traffic Impact Study (TIS) Reports in DC (The Wharf Phase I (2012) and
Heritage Foundation (2013))
o Heritage Foundation TIS included a mode split survey of the Heritage Foundation and 236
Massachusetts Ave NW employees
x 2020 MWCOG Travel Demand Model
x District of Columbia Zoning Regulations
x U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
x 2013 1st Quarter Report by Commercial Real Estate Brokerage Association of Greater Washington, DC

Redevelopment Scenario # 2: Proposed new person trips added to the study area
451,000 square feet
AM Peak
562
General Office:
ITE Code #710
PM Peak
99
Apartment:
1,000 units
AM Peak
99
ITE Code #220
PM Peak
369
Shopping Center
131,500 square feet
AM Peak
114
ITE Code #820
PM Peak
353
TOTAL
AM Peak
775
PM Peak
821
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Vehicle Site Access
Guidelines: If vehicle access is needed, at a minimum the CTR will provide locations of access point(s) and
desired access controls (full, right-in/right-out, etc.). See Section 3.2.2 of the CTR guidelines for any further
requirements.

Redevelopment Scenario # 2: Proposed new person trips added to the study area (Emphases on residential
use)
Travel Mode
AM IN
AM OUT
PM IN
PM OUT
Vehicle
117
60
89
139
Carpool
85
60
90
116
Bicycle
34
39
61
60
Walk
37
57
89
78
Transit
502
326
492
658
TOTAL
775
542
821
1,051

Redevelopment Scenario # 1: Proposed new person trips added to the study area (Emphases on office use)
Travel Mode
AM IN
AM OUT
PM IN
PM OUT
Vehicle
238
64
109
267
Carpool
163
57
100
198
Bicycle
54
33
60
82
Walk
49
45
84
92
Transit
977
321
558
1,162
TOTAL
1,481
520
912
1,801

FBI Governmental HQ Office (JEH): Existing FBI person trips to be removed from the study area
AM IN
AM OUT
PM IN
PM OUT
Vehicle
178
13
20
158
Carpool
112
9
12
100
Bicycle
27
2
3
23
Walk
13
1
1
12
Transit
990
74
109
880
TOTAL
1,320
99
145
1,173

The modal split integrated with person trips are shown below:
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Proposed turning movement count intersections:
Constitution Avenue @ 14th Street NW, 12thStreet NW, 10th Street NW, 9thStreet NW, 7th Street NW, and 6th
Street NW (6 intersections)
Pennsylvania Avenue @ 14th Street NW, 13th Street NW, 12th Street NW, 11th Street NW, 10th Street NW, 9th
Street NW, 7th Street NW, 6th Street NW, Constitution Avenue WB, 4th Street NW, Constitution Avenue EB (11

Data Collection and Hours of Analysis
Guidelines: See Section 3.2.6 of the CTR guidelines for discussion of the required data collection and hours of
analysis.

Proposed Study Area intersections, including access points (attach Figure at end of Scoping Form as needed):
4th Street NW to the east, 14th Street NW to the west, H Street NW to the north, Constitution Avenue to the
south – see Figure 1.

Vehicle Study Area
Guidelines: See Section 3.2.5 of the CTR guidelines for discussion of the study area.

Proposed Development Scenario: The study will evaluate the existing, future conditions without exchange, and
indirect impacts of future conditions with exchange using redevelopment scenarios. The future horizon year is
2025.

Development Scenarios
Guidelines: See Section 3.2.4 of the CTR guidelines for discussion of the required development scenarios.

CTR Triggers for further vehicle analysis (for sections below)
Guidelines: See Section 3.2.3 of the CTR guidelines to determine if a more comprehensive vehicle analysis is
required. If so, completion of the remainder of the Roadway Network, Capacity & Operation section of the
scoping form is required.

Access Location(s): Along 10th Street NW between Pennsylvania Avenue and E Street NW. There might also be
access at the 9th and D Streets NW intersection during off-peak hours.
Access Control: Full access at the locations described above
Existing Curb cuts utilized: 10th Street access to the underground garage
Existing curb cuts abandoned: Two E Street NW underground garage access points and the 9th Street Mid-block
underground garage access
Proposed curb cuts: New driveway at 9th and D Streets NW
Curb cut width and radii: N/A
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Proposed annual background growth: Will compare the 2010 and 2020 MWCOG models to determine a
background growth rate by road segment by direction for the study area. GSA will provide the proposed
background growth rates before analyzing the No Build condition.

Background Growth
Guidelines: The study will account for annual growth or decrease in through traffic on minor and principal
arterials that pass through the proposed study area. See Section 3.2.9 of the CTR guidelines.

Proposed background development: Will include the remaining portion of CityCenter still under construction
and the Old Post Office Redevelopment projects.

Background Developments
Guidelines: The study will account for vehicle trips generated by developments in the study area that have an
origin/destination within the study area. See Section 3.2.8 of the CTR guidelines.

Proposed roadway improvements: Will include all improvements provided by DDOT proposed by 2025.

Roadway Improvements
Guidelines: The study will account for approved and funded roadway improvement projects within the study
area that are expected to begin before the proposal’s horizon year. See Section 3.2.7 of the CTR guidelines.

All counts will be obtained between 7AM – 10AM and 4PM – 7PM on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday on a
week without a holiday when Congress and public schools are in session.

Project will use the Old Post Office Redevelopment traffic counts obtained on Thursday, April 26, 2012, (five
intersections) plus the counts DDOT obtained July, 2013, at the H Street intersections as part of the Alternatives
Analysis for Premium Transit from Union Station to Georgetown (2 intersections). The remaining 24
intersections will be counted this Spring. All counts will include vehicle, trucks, pedestrians, and bicycles.

intersections)
D Street NW @ 9th Street NW and 7th Street NW (2 intersections)
E Street NW @ 12th Street NW, 11th Street NW, 10th Street NW, 9th Street NW, 8th Street NW, and 7th Street NW
(6 intersections)
F Street NW @ 10th Street NW and 9th Street NW (2 intersections)
G Street NW@ 10th Street NW and 9th Street NW (2 intersections)
H Street NW @ 10th Street NW and 9th Street NW (2 intersections)
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The study will only provide recommended mitigation for the redevelopment scenarios (build-out condition).

For Informational purposes only. Mitigation will be documented in the final CTR. No information is required
in the scoping form.

Vehicle Trip Mitigation
Guidelines: Proposed mitigation of vehicle impacts, if needed, must not add significant delay to other travel
modes. Standard non-urban mitigation often includes geometric re-design which may not fit DDOT’s practice of
balancing safety and capacity across multiple transportation modes. See Section 3.2.12 of the CTR guidelines.

The Synchro files will accompany the transportation study submittal to DDOT.

While it is not the intention to alter the existing yellow and all red phases, if the need arises to propose changes
to the signal timings, DDOT guidelines on vehicular and pedestrian intervals will be followed.

Proposed analysis methodology: The study will use the SynchroTM method for analyzing each intersection to be
consistent since the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 2010 method cannot be used for signalized intersections
where a hold, exclusive pedestrian, or other special phase is included that does not support the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) ring and barrier standards. The SynchroTM method for unsignalized
intersections follows the HCM 2000 standards. As part of the SynchroTM method, the 50th and 95th percentile
queues will be reported.

Analysis Methodology
Guidelines: Capacity analyses are typically performed using Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methodologies or
a similar industry recognized software. See Section 3.2.11 of the CTR guidelines.

Proposed site distribution and assignment (attach Figures, as needed, at end of Scoping Form): The existing
FBI trips will be removed based on the FBI zip code database providing the actual distribution of existing trips.
The new trips added by the redevelopment scenarios will use the MWCOG trip tables to determine trip
distribution for all three proposed land uses. Figure 2 shows the current FBI distribution patterns, Figures 3
shows the MWCOG office distribution patterns, and Figure 4 shows the residential distribution patterns.

Site Trip Distribution & Assignment
Guidelines: Trips generated by the site will be distributed throughout the study area network. See Section
3.2.10 of the CTR guidelines for information in trip distribution and assignment.
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CTR Triggers for transit mode share
Guidelines: A CTR is typically required to include some level analysis of the transit network, based on several
potential factors. See Section 3.4.1 of the CTR guidelines to determine the minimum analysis requirements and
if a more comprehensive transit analysis is required. If so, completion of the remainder of the Transit Service
section of this scoping form is required. See Section 3.4.1 of the CTR guidelines

4. Transit Service

For Informational purposes only. Mitigation will be documented in the final CTR. No information required in
scoping form.

Mitigation for Bike network
Guidelines: If deficiencies have been documented in the study area’s pedestrian or bike facilities that would
preclude the proposed mode split, then mitigation of these deficiencies is required. See Section 3.3.4 of the
CTR guidelines for mitigation requirements of the bike network.

Proposed Bike network and facilities analysis: The study will prepare an existing condition bicycle map and
describe the network. It is not anticipated that the redevelopment scenarios will impact the bicycle or
pedestrian network, but the study will highlight those intersections immediately adjacent to the parcel that lack
ADA compliance and any nearby gaps in the bicycle network.

Data Collection and Analysis of Bike Network and Facilities
Guidelines: See Section 3.3.3 of the CTR guidelines for data collection requirements and analysis for bike and
pedestrian modes.

Proposed bike and pedestrian study areas: The study will include a summary of the pedestrian and bicycle
network for the same study area as the roadways. This will include identifying the existing ADA compliant
versus non ADA compliant curbs at each intersection and identifying existing general sidewalk issues. Existing
bicycle lanes will also be identified.

CTR Bike and Pedestrian Study area
Guidelines: See Section 3.3.2 of the CTR guidelines to determine bike and pedestrian study areas.

CTR Triggers for bike and pedestrian mode share
Guidelines: A CTR is required to include some level analysis of the bike and pedestrian network at a minimum,
based on several potential factors. See Section 3.3.1 of the CTR guidelines to determine if a more
comprehensive analysis is required. If so, complete the remainder of the Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities section
of this scoping form.

3. Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities

DDOT Comments/Action Items

DDOT Comments/Action Items
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Motorcoach
For developments that will generate significant tourist activity (hotels, museums, etc.) the study will discuss the
site plan’s accommodation of motorcoach access. See Section 3.5.2 of the CTR guidelines.

Freight\Delivery
The study will identify existing and proposed commercial vehicle access to the site. See Section 3.5.1 of the CTR
guidelines.

Guidelines: At a minimum, the Applicant is required to show site access for vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists.
In addition, DDOT has additional policies for site access and loading as they relate to public space. See Section
3.5 of the CTR guidelines for additional information regarding these policies.

5. Site Access and Loading

For Informational purposes only. Mitigation will be documented in the final CTR. No information is required
in scoping form.

Transit Trip Mitigation
Guidelines: Proposed mitigation of transit impacts may be needed, given certain impacts to the network. See
Section 3.4.4 of the CTR guidelines for more information.

Proposed transit analysis: The study will evaluate the existing Metro stations, Metrobus, circulator, and
commuter bus in terms of stop locations, peak hour headway, and peak hour use. Based on the number of
future bus transit trips produced by the redevelopment scenarios, the study will evaluate if bus capacity will be
an issue. Since a new north-south streetcar line is under study that would travel through the study area, this
study will not evaluate that new streetcar line.

Proposed transit study area: The study will provide a summary of the transit provided within the study area
including Metro, Metrobus, and commuter bus.
Analysis of Transit Network
Guidelines: Analysis of the transit network will incorporate both a quantitative and qualitative review. See
Section 3.4.3 of the CTR guidelines for further information.

CTR Transit study area
Guidelines: If further analysis of the transit network is triggered, see Section 3.4.2 of the CTR guidelines for
determining the requisite study area.

DDOT Comments/Action Items
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Guidelines: The CTR will demonstrate that the site will not create or exacerbate existing safety issues for all
modes of travel. See Section 3.9 of the CTR guidelines for further information.

9. Safety

For informational purposes only. Requirements for performance monitoring will be coordinated with the
DDOT case manager.

Guidelines: Developments of a certain size may need to incorporate a performance monitoring element as a
condition of zoning approval. See Section 3.8 of the CTR guidelines for more information.

8. Performance Monitoring & Measurement

Proposed TDM Plan: Because this study is evaluating a redevelopment scenarios rather than an actual planned
development, the study will provide an example of TDM measures and will stress that the TIA prepared for the
actual development should cover this in more detail.

Triggers for a TDM Plan
Guidelines: All developments are encouraged to produce TDM plans, regardless of size. See Section 3.7

7. Transportation Demand Management

Proposed Parking Analysis: Because this study is evaluating a redevelopment scenarios rather than an actual
planned development, the study will provide a summary of the existing number of off-street parking spaces as
well as the maximum potential number of off-street parking spaces based on zoning regulations and existing
conditions. The study will also describe the existing number of on-street spaces within the study area. The
study will stress that the TIA prepared for the actual development should cover this in more detail.

Guidelines: Minimum requirements exist for documenting parking needs and constraints, regardless of
development size. Further requirements may be needed for larger developments. See Section 3.6

6. Parking

Proposed Loading Analysis: Because this study is evaluating redevelopment scenarios rather than an actual
planned development, the study will provide a brief qualitative discussion of the truck access area and
guidelines for site access, but will stress that the TIA prepared for the actual development should cover this in
more detail.

DDOT Comments/Action Items

DDOT Comments/Action Items

DDOT Comments/Action Items

DDOT Comments/Action Items
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DDOT Comments/Action Items

Information/Data Requests (List requested data from DDOT after each field below):
x District planning documents:
x Local planning documents, including small area plans:
x Information on programmed and/or funded roadway improvements in study area: Will need the list of Improvements within study area
x Studies for background developments in study area:
x Signal Timings: Will need all 31 intersections listed in the study area
x Crash Data: Will need all 31 intersections listed in study area
Proposed Schedule:
x DDOT comments on Scoping Document: 4/30/14
x Transportation Consultant/Applicant responses to comments: 5/2/14
x Phase I Completion: N/A
x Phase II Completion: N/A
x Submission of Report to DDOT: 11/1/14
x Zoning Commission or BZA Hearing Date: N/A

These guidelines are provided to inform that public realm design standards may alter an Applicant’s intended
use of public space.

Guidelines: DDOT expects new developments to rehabilitate streetscape infrastructure between the curb and
property lines. The applicant must work closely with DDOT and OP to ensure that design of the public realm
meets current standards. See Section 3.10 of the CTR guidelines for direction on streetscape rehabilitation.

10. Streetscape/Public Realm

Proposed Safety Analysis: This study will provide crash rates per intersection and provide a breakout of crash
types for intersections with high crash rates (rates over 1.0 per MEV). The study will include mitigation if the
proposed redevelopment scenarios introduce or exacerbate the safety condition of all modes of travel.
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Figure 1: Proposed Transportation Study Area
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Figure 2: Proposed Trip Distribution for Existing FBI Trips
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Figure 3: Proposed Trip Distribution for Future Office Trips
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Figure 4: Proposed Trip Distribution for Future Residential Trips
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FBI Headquarters Consolidation Project
Proposed Methods for Modeling Transportation Impacts at Greenbelt Site
(Greenbelt Site Transportation Agreement)
Trip Generation
Table C4-1:

Future Site Trip Generation

Source

Independent Variable

JEH Surveys

11,055 employees

Time Period

IN

OUT

TOTAL

AM Peak Hour

2,982

224

3,206

PM Peak Hour

149

2,825

2,974

Trip Generation Rates: 29.0% during AM and 26.90% during PM (maximum of three day survey)
Peak hour entering/exiting percentages: AM – 93% / 7%, PM – 5% / 95%

Trip Distribution
Trip generation rates are shown in the table below and represent a blend between FBI zip code data and
MWCOG trip tables.
Table C4-2:

Future Site Trip Distribution
Percent
Distribution

AM Peak Hour
(vehicle trips)

PM Peak Hour
(vehicle trips)

I-95/I-495 North of Site

38.0%

364

329

I-95/I-495 South of Site

40.0%

384

346

MD 201 North of Site

3.0%

29

26

MD 201 South of Site

2.0%

19

17

MD 193 East of Site

4.0%

38

35

MD 193 West of Site

5.0%

48

43

U.S. Route 1 North of Site

8.0%

77

69

TOTAL

100%

959

865

Roadways Serving Study Area

Study Area
The study area will comprise the 17 intersections as shown in the map on Figure C4-1.
An analysis of the Merge/Diverge/Weaves along I-95 / I-495 for the existing/proposed ramps that would serve
proposed FBI vehicle trips would include the following locations:
x
x
x
x

I-95 southbound to Greenbelt Station (diverge) – AM only
I-95 northbound to Greenbelt Station (weave) – AM only
Greenbelt Station to I-95 northbound (weave) – PM only
Greenbelt Station to I-95 southbound (weave) – PM only
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Figure C4-1:

Study Area Intersections
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Modal Split
Table C4-3:

Modal Split for FBI Consolidation at Greenbelt Site
FBI Development
Percent by Mode

FBI Number of Trips by Mode

Single-Occupancy Vehicles (SOV)

29.67

3,280

Carpool/ Vanpool

11%

405 trips (1,216 persons)

Bicycle

2%

221

Walk

1%

110

Commuter Bus

3%

11 trips (332 persons)

Local Bus

6%

663

47.33

5233

0%

0

Mode

Metrorail / Commuter Rail
Telework / Compressed Work Schedules

TOTAL
100%
*Assumes an average of three passengers per carpool

11,055

Analysis Years
x
x
x

Existing Condition – 2014
Comparable No-build – 2022
Build – 2022

Analysis Methods
Synchro/SimTraffic – Intersections
Critical Lane Volume - Intersections
Highway Capacity Software – Highway Facilities
x
x

If LOS D or better for Build Condition only, then no further study required.
If LOS E or F and less than 5 percent increase in vehicle density when compared to Comparable No-build
Condition, then no further study required.

TransModeler – AM peak hour inbound gate queue analysis
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Background Growth
According to MWCOG model comparison between 2010 and 2025 models, there will be an average of 0.45
percent per year growth on I-95, a 0.6 percent per year growth on MD 201, a 0.5 percent per year growth on
Cherrywood Lane, and a zero percent per year growth on MD 193.
According to the historic AADTs maintained by Maryland SHA, all non-interstates had negative trends.
GSA recommends 0.33 percent per year growth rate for all roadways.

Planned Developments
The following developments will be considered part of the Comparable No-build Condition:
x
x
x

North Core
South Core
Capital Investment Park

Planned Roadway Improvements
The following planned roadway improvements will be considered part of the Comparable No-build Condition:
x
x
x
x

New roadways as designed by developer covering the North Core development area
New ramps between the North Core development and I-95 southbound
New signalized intersection along MD 193 and South Core driveway
Cherrywood Lane reduced to one lane in each direction between Metro Access Drive and MD 193
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FBI Headquarters Consolidation Project
Proposed Methods for Modeling Transportation Impacts at Landover Site
(Landover Site Transportation Agreement)
Trip Generation
Table D4-1:

Future Site Trip Generation
Source

JEH Surveys

Independent Variable
11,055 employees

Time Period

IN

OUT

TOTAL

AM Peak Hour

2,982

224

3,206

PM Peak Hour

149

2,825

2,974

Trip Generation Rates: 29.0% during AM and 26.90% during PM (maximum of three day survey)
Peak hour entering/exiting percentages: AM – 93% / 7%, PM – 5% / 95%

Trip Distribution
Trip generation rates are shown in the table below and represent a blend between FBI zip code data and
MWCOG trip tables.
Table D4-2:

Future Site Trip Distribution
Percent
Distribution
Inbound

Percent
Distribution
Outbound

AM Peak
Hour (vehicle
trips)

PM Peak Hour
(vehicle trips)

I-95/I-495 NB North of Site

N/A

17.5%

N/A

304

I-95/I-495 SB North of Site

23.0%

N/A

443

N/A

I-95/I-495 South of Site

39.5%

39.5%

761

686

MD 704 NB North of Site

N/A

9.0%

N/A

156

MD 704 SB North of Site

3.5%

N/A

67

N/A

MD 202 West of Site

17.5%

17.5%

337

304

MD 202 East of Site

12.0%

12.0%

231

208

Lottsford Road East of Site

2.5%

2.5%

48

43

Sheriff Road West of Site

2.0%

2.0%

39

35

100.0%

100.0%

1,927

1,737

Roadways Serving Study Area

TOTAL

Study Area
The study area will comprise the 24 intersections as shown in the Figure D4-1.
An analysis of the Merge/Diverge/Weaves along I-95 / I-495 for the existing ramps that would serve proposed FBI
vehicle trips would include the following locations:
x
x

I-95 southbound to MD 202 westbound (diverge) – AM only
I-95 northbound to MD 202 (weave) – AM only
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x
x
x

MD 202 northbound to I-95 southbound (weave) – PM only
MD 202 eastbound to I-95 northbound (merge) – PM only
Arena Drive to I-95 southbound (weave) – PM only
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Figure D4-1:

Study Area Intersections
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Modal Split
Table D4-3:

Modal Split for FBI Consolidation at Landover Site
FBI Development
Percent by Mode

FBI Number of Trips by Mode

63.3%

7,002

Carpool/ Vanpool *

10%

368 trips (1,105 persons)

Bicycle

1%

111

Walk

1%

111

Commuter Bus

3%

11 trips (332 persons)

Local Bus

3%

332

Metrorail/ Commuter Rail

18.7

2062

Telework/ Compressed Work Schedules

0%

0

Mode
Single-Occupancy Vehicles (SOV)

TOTAL
100%
*Assumes an average of three passengers per carpool.

11,055

Analysis Years
x
x
x

Existing Condition – 2014
No-build – 2022
Build – 2022

Analysis Methods
Synchro/SimTraffic – Intersections
Critical Lane Volume - Intersections
Highway Capacity Software – Highway Facilities
x
x

If LOS D or better for Build Condition only, then no further study required.
If LOS E or F and less than 5 percent increase in vehicle density when compared to No-build, then no
further study required.

TransModeler – AM peak hour inbound gate queue analysis
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Background Growth
According to MWCOG model comparison between 2010 and 2025 models, there will be an average of 0.56
percent per year growth on I-95, a 0.28 percent per year growth on MD 202, a 1.4 percent per year growth on
Arena Drive, and a 2.77 percent per year growth on Brightseat Drive.
According to the historic AADTs maintained by Maryland SHA, MD 202 had a 0.5 percent growth while Arena
Drive and Brightseat Road had negative trends.
GSA recommends 0.5 percent per year growth rate for I-95, a 0.33 percent per year growth rate for MD 202 and
Brightseat Road, and a 1.0 percent per year growth rate for Arena Drive.

Planned Developments
The following developments will be considered part of the No-build Condition:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Largo Park (Lots 3 and 4 Block D and Lot 5 Block B)
Hunters Ridge
King Property
Balk Hill Village
Woodmore Town Center
Englewood Business Park (Lots 27, 31, 32, 35, 43, 51, and 52)
Corporate Center (Lot 4)
Brightseat Road Property

Planned Roadway Improvements
No planned roadway improvements will be considered part of the No-build Condition.
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FBI Headquarters Consolidation Project Proposed Methods for Modeling Transportation
Impacts at Springfield Site
Trip Generation
Future Site Trip Generation
Source
Independent Variable
JEH Surveys

11,055 employees

Time Period
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

IN
2,982
149

OUT
224
2,825

TOTAL
3,206
2,974

Trip Generation Rates: 29.0% during AM and 26.90% during PM (maximum of three day survey)
Peak hour entering/exiting percentages: AM – 93%/7%, PM – 5%/95%

Trip Distribution
Trip generation rates are shown in the table below and represent a blend between FBI Zip code data and
MWCOG trip tables.

I-95/I-495 East of Site

20.0%

AM Peak
Hour (vehicle
trips)
201

I-395 North of Site

16.0%

161

153

I-495 North of site

19.0%

191

181

I-95 South of Site

15.0%

151

143

Franconia Road East of Site

3.0%

30

29

Old Keene Mill Road West of Site

2.0%

20

19

Backlick Road North of Site

3.0%

30

29

Franconia-Springfield Parkway East of Site

4.0%

40

38

Franconia-Springfield Parkway West of Site

13.0%

131

124

Fairfax County Parkway East of Site

3.0%

30

29

Fairfax County Parkway West of Site

1.0%

10

10

Area Adjacent to site

1.0%

10

10

100.0%

1,006

953

Roadways Serving Study Area

Percent
Distribution

PM Peak Hour
(vehicle trips)
191
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Study Area
The study area will comprise the 23 intersections as shown in the map on the next page.
An analysis of the Merge/Diverge/Weaves/Ramp Capacity along I-95 for the existing ramps that would
serve proposed FBI vehicle trips would include the following locations:
x
x
x
x

x

I-95 northbound to Loisdale Road/ Spring Mall Road (diverge) – AM only
I-95/I-395/I-495 southbound ramp to Franconia Road EB (ramp capacity comparison) – AM only
Fairfax County Parkway westbound to I-95 southbound ( ramp capacity comparison unless a
weave analysis applies) – PM only
Commerce Street intersection with on-ramp to I-495 northbound (intersection only) – PM only
Franconia Road on-ramp to I-495/I-395/I-95 northbound (ramp capacity comparison and merge
analysis where applicable) – PM only
Fairfax County Parkway westbound between I-95 NB off-ramp and I-95 SB on-ramp (weave
analysis) – PM only
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Modal Split

Mode
Single-Occupancy Vehicles (SOV)
Carpool/ Vanpool *
Bicycle
Walk
Commuter Bus
Local Bus
Metrorail/ Commuter Rail
Telework/ Compressed Work Schedules

FBI
Development
Percent by
Mode
30.58%
11%
2%
3%
10%
6%
37.42%

FBI Number of trips by Mode

0%

Total
100%
*Assumes an average of four passengers per carpool.

3,381
304 trips (1,216 persons)*
221
332
37 trips (1,105 persons)
663
4137
0
11,055

Analysis Years
x
x
x

Existing Conditions – 2014
No Build – 2022
Build – 2022

Analysis Methods
Synchro/SimTraffic – Intersections
Highway Capacity Software (version 6.65)–) – Highway Facilities
x
x

If LOS D or better for Build condition only, then no further study required.
If LOS E or F and less than 5 percent increase in vehicle density when compared to No Build,
then no further study required.

Highway Capacity Manual (HCM)
Since the ramps from Franconia Road and Commerce Street connect to a complex system of other
ramps before merging onto I-495, I-395, or I-95 northbound, a ramp capacity check is proposed to
quickly ascertain if the added FBI volume will exceed the capacity. According to the 2010 HCM, Exhibit
13-10, in conjunction with Exhibits 13-8 and 13-9, on page 13-18 (shown below), ramp capacity is
defined by the ramp free flow speed. To be conservative, the posted speed limit will be used to set the
upper capacity limit.
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x

If ramp capacity comparison is less than HCM 2010 rate, then no further study required.

TransModeler – AM peak hour inbound gate queue analysis
Background Growth
According to MWCOG model comparison between 2010 and 2025 models, there will be an average of
0.9 percent per growth on I-95 and a 1.83 percent per year growth on arterials (Loisdale Road, Frontier
Drive, and Franconia Road). A good portion of that growth is probably due to the Springfield Town
Center and office buildings along Loisdale Road.
According to the historic AADTs maintained by VDOT, all non-interstates had negative trends.
GSA recommends 0.58 percent per year growth rate for non-interstate facilities and 0.75 percent per
year growth rate for I-95.
Planned Developments
The following developments will be considered part of the No Action:
x

Safford Automobile Dealership
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x

Springfield Metro Center II Phases I and II (57% of projected driveway volumes from Frontier
Drive Extension only reflecting percentage of trips included in MWCOG 2025 travel demand
model

Planned Roadway Improvements
The following planned roadway improvements will be considered part of the No Action:
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Frontier Drive Extension between Springfield Metro Station and Loisdale Road via Springfield
Center Drive
Install a new traffic signal at the intersection of Frontier Drive Extension and Loisdale Road
Install a new traffic signal at the intersection of Metropolitan Center Drive and Loisdale Road
Upgrade the ramps between the Springfield Metro Station and Franconia-Springfield Parkway
resulting in a change in traffic patterns entering and existing the Metro station
Change in background travel patterns caused by Frontier Drive extension
Improvements to Loisdale Road between Fairfax County Parkway (VA 286):
1. Add second SB Left from VA 286 to Loisdale Road
2. Add second WB left from Loisdale Road to VA 286
3. Add exclusive NB right turn lane on VA 286 at Loisdale Road
Springfield Town Center Proffers:
1. Remove the island channelizing the southbound right-turn movement from Frontier
Drive onto westbound Franconia-Springfield Parkway, to create dual right turn lanes
2. Construct dual left turn lanes from northbound Frontier Drive onto westbound Spring
Mall Road, including a pedestrian refuge in the Frontier Drive median of at least four
feet (4’) in width
3. Widen Franconia Road to accommodate a third (3rd) eastbound through lane from
approximately 750 feet west of Loisdale Road, or the maximum extent possible as
determined by FCDOT, to Village Drive
4. Widen northbound Loisdale Road to accommodate a third (3rd) through lane from Spring
Mall Road to Lois Lane.
5. Widen northbound Loisdale Road to accommodate a second (2nd) northbound through
lane from Lois Lane through the intersection with Franconia Road.
6. Construct a second (2nd) left turn lane from southbound Loisdale Road onto eastbound
South Street;
7. Widen southbound Loisdale Road between Franconia Road and South Street to three (3)
through lanes and dual left turn bays onto eastbound South Street.
8. Widen southbound Loisdale Road between South Street and Spring Mall Road to two (2)
through lanes, one (1) full-length left turn lane and one (1) left turn bay onto eastbound
Spring Mall Road.
9. Reconstruct and extend the right turn bay from the eastbound I-95 off-ramp to
southbound Loisdale Road and modify the intersection to accommodate two (2)
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through lanes onto Spring Mall Road and two (2) dedicated left turn lanes onto
northbound Loisdale Road, in addition to the right turn bay;
Signal Warrant Analysis
If the site driveways require a traffic signal to handle the demand in traffic turning into or out of the site,
a signal warrant analysis will be conducted following the 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) and Virginia Supplement to the 2009 MUTCD. For the DEIS a preliminary warrant
analysis will be conducted.
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2/4/2015

GSA.gov Mail - FBI Consolidation EIS Springfield Site Agreement

Denise Decker - WPT-C <denise.decker@gsa.gov>

FBI Consolidation EIS Springfield Site Agreement
Burke, Thomas W. <Thomas.Burke@fairfaxcounty.gov>
Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 4:45 PM
To: "Berger, Mark" <mberger@louisberger.com>
Cc: "paul.kraucunas@vdot.virginia.gov" <paul.kraucunas@vdot.virginia.gov>, "Denise Decker
(denise.decker@gsa.gov)" <denise.decker@gsa.gov>, Nia Francis - WPDB <nia.francis@gsa.gov>, Mack Gaither WPTB-C <mack.gaither@gsa.gov>, "Canan, Timothy" <tcanan@louisberger.com>, "Zurawski, Carol A"
<czurawski@louisberger.com>, "Anolik, Allison" <aanolik@louisberger.com>

Mark,

Your methodology document, transmitted on Thursday, January 29, 2015, looks good. I
have reviewed your list of improvements and pipeline developments and they are consistent
with what we have discussed.

Note that PB has stated they will assemble the model files (including OD tables) we
discussed late last week that will hopefully shed some light on the diversion question. I will
transmit to you as soon as I get them.

Thanks,

-Tom

THOMAS W. BURKE, P.E., AICP
SENIOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNER IV

Transportation Planning Division – Transportation Planning Section
Fairfax County Department of Transportation
4050 Legato Road, Suite 400
Fairfax, VA 22033

PH: (703) 877-5681
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a6aacc4274&view=pt&cat=FBI%2FTransportation&search=cat&msg=14b4c41a3a1bae7e&siml=14b4c41a3a1bae7e
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GSA.gov Mail - FBI Consolidation EIS Springfield Site Agreement

FX: (703) 877-5697
Thomas.Burke@FairfaxCounty.gov
www.FairfaxCounty.gov

From: Berger, Mark [mailto:mberger@louisberger.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 4:12 PM
To: Burke, Thomas W.
Cc: paul.kraucunas@vdot.virginia.gov; Denise Decker (denise.decker@gsa.gov); Nia Francis - WPDB; Mack
Gaither - WPTB-C; Canan, Timothy; Zurawski, Carol A; Anolik, Allison
Subject: FBI Consolidation EIS Springfield Site Agreement
[Quoted text hidden]
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FBI HQ Relocation DEIS Methodology

January 2014

FBI HQ Relocation DEIS – Local Bus Operations Analysis Methodology
This memo details the methodology that will be used to analyze the impacts of the FBI HQ
relocation on local bus operations.
In this analysis, three different conditions will be assessed and compared to determine potential impacts of the FBI
HQ relocation. These conditions are:
1.
2.
3.

Existing Conditions – evaluating the current facilities surrounding each location based on existing route and
stop level ridership;
No Build (2022) – evaluating current facilities surrounding each location based on projected route and stop
level ridership;
Build (2022) – evaluating current facilities surrounding each location based on projected route and stop
level ridership combined with demand projections from the Proposed FBI Consolidation EIS Transportation
Assumptions report.

RIDERSHIP PROJECTIONS
Existing Conditions
Ridership projections will be developed for each of the conditions mentioned above for each route and direction
within the study area, defined as ½ mile around each proposed site. For Existing Conditions, ridership will be based
on October 2014 average maximum passenger load data by route, direction, and stop for WMATA routes, and any
available ridership data for other agencies (Fairfax Connector, TheBus, and the Central Maryland RTA). The maximum
weekday passenger loads for each route and direction at stops within the study area will be averaged by stop, and
then this figure will be multiplied by the number of peak trips per hour to calculate ridership per peak hour by route
and direction (see Table 1). These totals will then be summed by site in order to calculate a total ridership per peak
hour for each site study area. This total ridership per peak hour figure will be the basis for all future calculations.
Table 1: Study Area Ridership Calculation Example for Metrobus Route 39 East

Weekday
Maximum
Passenger
Load

Peak
Trips
Per
Hour

Peak Hour
Volume
through
Study Area

Route/
Direction

Stops Within Study Area

39 East

PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW/13TH ST NW

28

-

-

39 East

PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW/7TH ST NW

32

-

-

30

3

90

Average

No Build (2022) Conditions
For the No Build (2022) Conditions, ridership will be projected using the MWCOG 2014 Constrained Long-Range Plan
(CLRP) bus ridership projections. These projections will be used to estimate an average compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) for regional bus ridership from 2015 to 2030. This CAGR will then be applied to the total peak hour
existing ridership for each site study area to calculate 2022 total peak hour ridership for each site study area. The
2022 total peak hour ridership per study area will be used for analysis because ridership projections do not exist at
FBI EIS | 1
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the route level, and it is unknown which routes would be used by patrons of each site. Bus operations, including
levels of service, stop locations and bus bay assignments (if applicable) in 2022 are assumed to be the same as 2014.

Build (2022) Conditions
For the Build (2022) Conditions, the projected peak hour ridership for each site study area determined in the No
Build (2022) Scenario will incorporate the additional trips calculated in the Proposed FBI Consolidation EIS
Transportation Assumptions for the bus access mode to each site. Table 2 details these calculations.
Table 2: Existing & Future Ridership Projection Calculations

#

Data

Formula

1

Average Maximum Passenger
Load in Study Area (each route
& direction)

-

WMATA, Other
agencies

2

Peak Hour Trips in Study Area
(each route & direction)

-

WMATA, Other
agencies

3

Base Year Peak Hour Ridership
(each route & direction)

= #1 x #2

-

4

Base Year Total Peak Hour
Ridership by Site

= 6 (#3)

-

5

2015-2030 Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR)

6

No Build (2022) Total Peak
Hour Ridership by Site

7

Build (2022) Total Peak Hour
Ridership by Site

=

2030 ℎ
2015 ℎ

Source

−1

MWCOG CLRP Transit
Projections

= #4 × (1 + #5)

-

= #6 + FBI EIS Transportation Assumptions

-

LOCAL BUS CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Existing Conditions
In this section data will be summarized to determine whether there is sufficient capacity for existing ridership.
Existing capacity for each site study area will be calculated by multiplying the passenger load standard for each route
and direction by the number of peak hour trips for each route and direction (see Table 3). The existing peak hour
ridership for each site will then be compared to this capacity to identify if additional service is needed.
Table 3: Existing Conditions Capacity Analysis

#

Data

8

Passenger Load
Standards

= 1.2 (radial)
= 1.1 (crosstown)
= 1.0 (express)

9

Existing Peak Hour
Capacity (each
route & direction)

= #8 x #2

X

Formula

Source

number of seats per bus (39 or 60)

WMATA Service
Standards

-

FBI EIS | 2
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#

Data

Formula

Source

10

Existing Peak Hour
Capacity by Site

= 6 (#9)

-

11

Existing Peak Hour
v/c

= #3 / #10

-

Future Conditions
The No Build (2022) and Build (2022) conditions will be assessed to estimate future conditions.

Analysis of Future No Build Conditions under Future Operations (2022)
Future No Build capacity for each site study area will be the same as existing capacity (see Table 4). No changes to
level of service, span, or vehicle type are assumed unless provided by WMATA based programmed improvements
because this level of detail cannot be accurately ascertained for 2022.The Future No Build peak hour ridership for
each site will then be compared to this capacity to identify if additional service is needed. Additional service, in the
form of bus trips, will be calculated by dividing the difference in peak hour ridership and peak hour capacity by
WMATA’s load standards. The additional bus trips needed will not be disaggregated to the route level due to the
fact that it is unknown which routes would be used by patrons of each site.
Table 4: Future No Build Conditions Capacity Analysis

#

Data

Formula

Source

12

Future Peak Hour
Capacity (each
route & direction)

= #9

-

13

Future Peak Hour
Capacity by Site

= #10

-

14

Future No Build
Peak Hour v/c

= #6 / #13

-

15

Additional Bus
Trips Needed

= (#6 - #13) / #8

-

Analysis of Future Build Conditions under Future Operations (2022)
Future Build capacity for each site study area will be the same as existing capacity (see Table 5). The Future Build
peak hour ridership for each site will then be compared to this capacity to identify if additional service is needed.
Additional service, in the form of bus trips, will be calculated by dividing the difference in peak hour ridership and
peak hour capacity by WMATA’s load standards.
Table 5: Future Build Conditions Capacity Analysis

#

Data

12

Future Peak Hour
Capacity (each
route & direction)

Formula
= #9

Source
-

FBI EIS | 3
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#

Data

Source

13

Future Peak Hour
Capacity by Site

= #10

-

14

Future Build Peak
Hour v/c

= #7 / #13

-

15

Additional Bus
Trips Needed

= (#7 - #13) / #8

-

Recommendations will be made on the Build condition to mitigate impacts, if any, to the route and stops to ensure
future projected ridership is being accommodated with an appropriate number of buses and supporting
infrastructure. The number of additional bus trips needed will be used to estimate additional capacity needs at
Metrorail Station bus loops and bus stops directly serving each site. The operating needs associated with the
additional bus trips needed will also be estimated, using standard operating costs provided by WMATA and/or the
other agencies.

METRORAIL STATION BUS LOOP IMPACTS
Existing Conditions
Bus loops at each Metrorail Station in each site study area will be evaluated to determine if sufficient capacity exists
for existing bus services. Capacities will be based on a standard of six buses per bus bay per hour, according to
WMATA’s Station Site and Access Planning Manual.

Future Conditions
The Build (2022) conditions will be assessed to estimate future demand at Metrorail Station bus loops. No Build
conditions will not be assessed, as no changes to existing bus level of service will be assumed. No changes to level
of service, span, or vehicle type are assumed unless provided by WMATA based programmed improvements because
this level of detail cannot be accurately ascertained for 2022.

Analysis of Future Build Conditions under Future Operations (2022)
The need for additional bus bays or restructuring of services at Metrorail stations will be assessed based on
mitigation recommendations (i.e. additional trips) and proposed shuttle services that will operate between Metrorail
stations and the proposed sites. The analysis will include the following:
x

Bus bay capacity, with any new service and shuttle service included,

x

Optimization of bus bay assignment, based on site circulation (operational efficiencies), segregation by
agency, and trips per peak hour, and

x

Access to the bus loop.

FBI EIS | 4
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Metrorail Station Analysis
This report will detail the methodology used to perform ridership projections and station
capacity analyses for the Archives, Federal Triangle, Metro Center, Gallery Place-Chinatown,
Greenbelt, Largo Town Center, and Franconia-Springfield Metrorail Stations.
In this analysis, three different conditions will be assessed and compared to determine potential impacts of siting
the proposed FBI facilities in proximity to the Metrorail stations being studied. These conditions are:
1.
2.
3.

Existing Conditions – evaluating the current facilities at each station based on existing demand;
No Build (2022) – evaluating current facilities at each station assuming demand as projected in the 2008
Metrorail Station Access and Capacity Study for 2022;
Build (2022) – evaluating current facilities at each station assuming demand as projected in the 2008
Metrorail Station Access and Capacity Study for 2022 combined with demand projections from the
Proposed FBI Consolidation EIS Transportation Assumptions report.

A full station capacity analysis will be performed at stations with a single entrance, including Archives, Federal
Triangle, Greenbelt, Franconia-Springfield, and Largo Town Center. At Gallery Place-Chinatown and Metro Center,
only the two closest station entrances at each station will be analyzed, as these entrances are most likely to be
used by patrons of the JEH site.

RIDERSHIP PROJECTIONS
Ridership projections will be developed for each of the conditions mentioned above. For Existing Conditions,
ridership will be based on October 2014 station faregate peak entry and exit totals in 15-minute increments
(provided by WMATA). At Gallery Place-Chinatown and Metro Center, transfers between Metrorail lines will be
estimated from the Gallery Place-Chinatown Station Capacity Improvement Plan. For the No Build (2022)
Conditions, ridership will be projected using the MWCOG 2014 Constrained Long-Range Plan (CLRP) transit
ridership projections. These projections will be used to estimate an average compound annual growth rate for
each station from 2008 to 2025. This annual growth rate will then be used to determine the projected ridership in
2022 by station. For the Build (2022) Conditions, the projected ridership determined in the No Build (2022)
Scenario will incorporate the additional trips calculated in the Proposed FBI Consolidation EIS Transportation
Assumptions for each station. Table 1 details these calculations.
Table 1: Future Ridership Projection Calculations

#

Data

1

2008-2025 Compound
Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR)

2

No Build (2022) Ridership

3

Build (2022) Ridership

Formula
2025 ℎ
=
2008 ℎ

Source


−1

= 2014 ℎ × (1 + #1)
= #2 + FBI EIS Transportation Assumptions

MWCOG 2014
Constrained LongRange Plan (CLRP)
WMATA Faregate Data
Calculated
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OPERATING CONDITIONS
Existing Operations
Existing Metrorail operations will be assessed using field observations and data provided through WMATA. The
following information will be collected:




Peak headways of trains;
Number of cars per train;
Any other pertinent information about the stations.

Based on the number of trains per hour (determined by the peak headway) and the number of passengers each
train car is able to transport the capacity of services on a per hour basis will be determined.

Future Operations
Details on planned future improvements to Metrorail service by 2022 at these three stations will be collected from
WMATA and include:




Changes to peak headways;
Changes to number of cars per train;
Any other pertinent information about planned improvements to the stations such as platforms,
escalators, and ingress/egress points, etc.

The estimated change in capacity, as compared to the existing conditions, will be re-estimated if there are any
changes in peak headways or sizes of train cars.

VERTICAL CIRCULATION CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Existing Demand
In this section, observations will be summarized to determine whether there is sufficient capacity for existing
demand. Vertical elements will be analyzed under normal operations at all levels of the station, including street-tomezzanine and mezzanine-to-platform, where applicable. This analysis will include applying industry standards to
the vertical elements available in each station to determine peak capacity.
It will be determined whether each station’s staircases and escalators (main means to ingress/egress) have an
acceptable volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio to meet existing demand. The station layout will be an important
consideration in this analysis, particularly the orientation of the escalators and staircases, and whether the
platform is above or below the mezzanine.
The escalator analysis will be performed on escalators at each station level. Escalator volume-to-capacity (v/c)
ratios will be calculated based on total ridership (entries and exits) during the peak 15-minute exiting period at
each station and/or entrance (see example in Table 2).
A staircase analysis will be performed if a staircase exists at the station. Staircase volume to capacity (v/c) ratios
will be determined by calculating the number of people per foot per minute who need to use staircases compared
to the overall staircase capacity (see example in Table 2). The primary direction of travel for staircases that are
adjacent to escalators will be assumed to always be in the opposite direction. In this situation, it is assumed that
10% of passengers traveling in the same direction as the escalator will use the staircase.
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Table 2: Escalator & Stair Capacity Analysis Example

#

Assumption

Value/Notes

Source/Formula

1

Peak 15-Minute Period

Varies

WMATA Faregate Data

2

Peaking Factor

1.28

WMATA

3

Escalator Passengers/Minute

90

TCQSM

4

Stairs Passengers/Foot/Minute

10

TCQSM LOS D

5

% Entries Using Escalator

Dependent on presence of
stairs

= 1 - #9 - #7

6

% Exits Using Escalator

Dependent on presence of
stairs

= 1 - #10 - #8

7

% Entries Using Elevator

5% (if present)

WMATA

8

% Exits Using Elevator

5% (if present)

WMATA

9

% Entries Using Stairs

If present, 10% if escalator
operating in same direction

TCQSM, Station layout

10

% Exits Using Stairs

If present, 10% if escalator
operating in same direction

TCQSM, Station layout

Ridership
11

15-Minute Entries

12

WMATA Faregate Data

15-Minute Exits

x
x

13

Adjusted 15-Minute Entries

x

= #11 x #2

14

Adjusted 15-Minute Exits

x

= #12 x #2

WMATA Faregate Data

Escalators
15

Adjusted Entry Escalator Volume

x

= #13 x #5

16

Adjusted Exit Escalator Volume

x

= #14 x #6

17

Entry Escalators

Dependent on direction

Site Visit

18

Exit Escalators

Dependent on direction

Site Visit

19

Entry Escalator Capacity (15-Minute)

x

= #17 x #3 x 15

20

Exit Escalator Capacity (15-Minute)

x

= #18 x #3 x 15

21

Entry Escalator V/C

x.xx

= #15 / #19

22

Exit Escalator V/C

x.xx

= #16 / #20

Stairs (If Present)
23

Adjusted Entry Stair Volumes

x

= #13 x #9

24

Adjusted Exit Stair Volumes

x

= #14 x #10

25

Stairs

x

Site Visit

26

Stair Width (Feet)

x

WMATA Station Plans

27

Stair Capacity (15-Minute)*

x

= #25 x #26 x #4 x 15 x 0.9

28

Stair V/C

x.xx

= (#23 + #24) / #27

*A friction factor of 0.9 is used on stairs to adjust for friction between passengers traveling in opposite directions.
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If v/c ratios indicate congestion on vertical elements (v/c >= 0.7), queues will be calculated and
recommendations will be made for the appropriate number and size of additional vertical elements at each
station. Additionally, on stairs, if v/c ratios indicate congestion, then the actual stair flow rate (passengers per
foot per minute) will be calculated.

Future Demand
The No Build (2022) and Build (2022) conditions will be assessed at the study area stations to estimate future v/c
ratios.

Analysis of Future No Build Conditions under Future Operations (2022)
Vertical circulation will be assessed based on the No Build condition under future operations at each station,
utilizing the projected 2022 ridership and capacity based on future conditions. As detailed above, the following
analysis will be conducted:



Peak capacity will be established based on existing configuration;
Each station’s staircase and escalator v/c ratio will be determined based on the projected ridership at the
station in 2022.

If v/c ratios indicate congestion on vertical elements (v/c >= 0.7), queues will be calculated and
recommendations will be made for the appropriate number and size of additional vertical elements at each
station.

Analysis of Future Build Conditions under Future Operations (2022)
Future vertical circulation will be assessed based on the Build condition under future operations at each station.
Projected 2022 ridership will be calibrated to include expected ridership to be generated by the new FBI
headquarters. As detailed above, the following analysis will be conducted:



Peak capacity will be established based on existing configuration;
Each station’s staircase and escalator v/c ratio will be determined based on the projected ridership at the
station in 2022, including the additional ridership generated by the FBI headquarters.

If v/c ratios indicate congestion on vertical elements(v/c >= 0.7), queues will be calculated and
recommendations will be made for the appropriate number and size of additional vertical elements at each
station.

FAREGATE CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Observations will be conducted to inventory the type and number of faregates at the entrance for each station.
These observations will be used, in conjunction with WMATA Faregate Data by Station (peak 15-minute entries
and exits for the 15-minute period with the highest number of exiting passengers), to assess faregate capacity for
the existing, no build (2022) and build (2022) conditions, similar to the vertical element analysis.
Table 3 is an example of what will be used or calculated to conduct the faregate capacity analysis for all three
conditions. A peaking factor of 1.28 and a fare aisle passenger flow rate of 35 people per minute will be used in
these calculations.
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Table 3: Faregate Capacity Analysis Example

#

Assumptions:

Amount/Notes

Source/Formula

1

Peak 15-Minute Period

Varies

WMATA

2

Peaking Factor

1.28

WMATA

3

Faregate Passengers/Minute

35

WMATA

4

Capacity V/C

0.7

LOS D

Ridership:
5

Entries

x

WMATA Faregate Data

6

Exits

x

WMATA Faregate Data

7

Adjusted Entries

x

= #5 x #2

8

Adjusted Exits

x

= #6 x #2

9

Total Adjusted Volume

x

= #7 + #8

Current Fare Infrastructure:
10

Regular Aisles

x

Site Visit

11

ADA Aisles

x

Site Visit

12

Total Aisles

x

Site Visit

13

Current 15-Minute Capacity

x

= #10 x #3 x 15

14

Current Faregate Aisle V/C

x.xx

= #8 / #12

The current, future no-build, and future build faregate v/c ratios will be calculated. If v/c ratios indicate
congestion at faregate aisles (v/c >= 0.7), queues will be calculated and recommendations will be made for the
appropriate number of additional faregate aisles at each station.

FARE VENDING MACHINE CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Observations will be conducted to inventory the type and number of fare vending machines at the entrance for
each station. These observations will be used, in conjunction with WMATA Faregate Data by Station (peak 15minute entries and exits for the 15-minute period with the highest number of exiting passengers), to assess fare
vending machine capacity for the existing, no build (2022) and build (2022) conditions, similar to the vertical
element analysis.
Table 5 is an example of what will be used or calculated to conduct the fare vending machine capacity analysis for
all three conditions. Fare vending machine transaction rates per minute, the proportion of passengers who use
fare vending machines, and a peaking factor of 1.28 will all be used in these calculations. Transaction rates and
passengers using fare vending machines will vary based on station location and the types of passengers that
typically use each station. For example, commuter-oriented stations (Greenbelt, Largo Town Center, and
Franconia-Springfield) will typically have fewer passengers using fare vending machines, and at a higher rate
since most passengers use the system frequently. At downtown stations (particularly Gallery Place and Metro
Center), a higher amount of tourists and infrequent passengers will use each station, and thus more passengers
will likely use fare vending machines and use them at a slower rate.
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Table 4: Fare Vending Machine Capacity Analysis Example

#

Assumptions:

Amount/Notes

Source/Formula

1

Peak 15-Minute Period

Varies

WMATA

2

Peaking Factor

1.28

WMATA

3

% Passengers Using Fare Vendors

4% - 20%*

WMATA

4

Fare Vendors People Per Minute

1.5 - 1.67*

WMATA

Ridership:
5

Entries

x

WMATA

6

Exits

x

WMATA

7

Adjusted Entries

x

= #5 x #2

8

Adjusted Exits

x

= #6 x #2

9

Adjusted Total

x

= #7 + #8

Fare Vendors:
10

Adjusted Fare Vendor Volume

x

= #9 x #3

11

Fare Vendors

x

Site Visit

12

Fare Vendor Capacity (15-Minute)

x

= #11 x #4 x 15

13

Fare Vendor V/C

x.xx

= #10 / #12

*Dependent on station location and types of passengers that typically use the station (i.e. regular commuters versus
casual users or tourists).
The current, future no-build, and future build fare vending machine v/c ratios will be calculated. If v/c ratios
indicate congestion at fare vending machines(v/c >= 0.7), recommendations will be made for the appropriate
number of additional fare vending machines at each station.

PLATFORM AREA ANALYSIS
The net platform areas for each station platform will be calculated using station engineering design plans provided
by WMATA. The net platform area will exclude all elements on the platform (including benches, vertical elements,
pylons, advertisements, etc), the platform edges, and the platform detectable warning panels. These calculations
will be used, in conjunction with WMATA Faregate Data by Station, to assess platform areas for the existing, no
build (2022) and build (2022) conditions, similar to the vertical element analysis.
The peak number of passengers entering and exiting trains will calculated and compared to the net platform area.
The peak 15-minute entry period will be used to account for the highest number of passengers waiting on the
platform at a given time. The number of trains serving the platform per direction during this 15-minute period will
be used to calculate entries per train and exits per train. This makes calculations accurate for both side platforms
and middle platforms. For middle platforms, this assumes two trains serve each track simultaneously, and
represents a worst-case scenario. To adjust ridership for schedule irregularities and uneven distributions of
passengers per train, a missed headway factor1 of two and a peaking factor of 1.28 will be used. The peaking

1

A missed headway factor adjusts waiting passenger volume per train for service disruptions when a trip is missed,
and therefore the headway is doubled.
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factor will be applied to entries per train and exits per train, while the missed headway factor will be applied
only to entries per train.
Since passengers tend to congregate near vertical elements (stairs and escalators), and therefore, to account for
uneven passenger distribution along the platform, net platform areas will be split into three 200-foot long sections.
Each platform section will be assigned a different weight, 50%, 35% and 15%, to reflect the percentage of
passengers waiting in the respective area and exiting trains in the respective area. Adjusted entries and exits will
be multiplied by each platform area’s respective weight to determine how many passengers would enter and exit
per train in each section. If queues are calculated at any vertical elements, then the area of platform occupied by
the queue will also be subtracted from the net platform area.
Table 5 is an example of what will be used or calculated to conduct the platform capacity analysis for all three
conditions.
Table 5: Platform Area Analysis Example

#

Assumption

Amount

Description

Source/Formula

1

Peak 15-Minute Entries

varies

Passengers

WMATA Faregate Data

2

Peak 15-Minute Exits

varies

Passengers

WMATA Faregate Data

3

Peak Headway

x

Minutes

WMATA

4

Trains per 15 Minutes per Direction

x

Trains

= 15 / #3

5

Entries per Train

x

Passengers

= #1 / #4

6

Exits per Train

x

Passengers

= #2 / #4

7

Missed Headway Factor

2

-

WMATA

8

Peaking Factor

1.28

-

WMATA

9

Adjusted Entries per Train

10
11
12

Net Platform Space Available

#

Assumption

x

Passengers

= #5 x #7 x #8

Adjusted Exits per Train

x

Passengers

= #6 x #8

Spacing per Person (LOS B)

10

ft2/p

WMATA, TCQSM LOS B

Varies

ft2

Site Visit & Station Plans

Area 2

Area 3

2

Area 1

Formula

13

Area (ft )

x

x

x

= #12 / 3

14

Waiting Passengers Per Train

x

x

x

Area 1 = #9 x .50
Area 2 = #9 x .35
Area 3 = #9 x .15

15

Waiting Passenger Area (ft2)

x

x

x

= #14 x #11

16

Waiting Passenger Queue (ft)

x

x

x

= #15 / 200 (based on total
platform length of 600’,
divided into 3 section)

17

Exiting Passengers Per Train

x

x

x

Area 1 = #10 x .50
Area 2 = #10 x .35
Area 3 = #10 x .15

18

Exiting Passenger Area (ft2)

x

x

x

= #17 x #11
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Net Area Remaining (ft2)

19

x

x

x

= #13 - #15 – #18

The current, future no-build, and future build waiting passenger queue widths and area of unoccupied space will
be calculated. Pedestrian levels of service will be calculated for any platforms in which any platform areas (the
most have no unoccupied space at LOS B (0 or negative values for #19). Additionally, waiting passenger queues
(#16) will be compared to the usable platform width (total width minus platform edge and detectable warning
panels).

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING CIRCULATION UNDER EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
Exit requirements under emergency conditions are based on the National Fire Protection Association Code 130.
While WMATA is exempt from NFPA requirements (as the system was constructed prior to their adoption), a NFPA
130 analysis will be conducted to compare evacuation times to these requirements. The main requirements are:






All passengers within the station (including those on board trains serving a platform) clear the platform in
less than 4 minutes;
All passengers reach an “area of safety” within 6 minutes;
Passengers move more quickly on stairs than under normal operating conditions, increasing the capacity
from 10 PFM (feet-per-minute) to approximately 19 PFM;
One of the escalators must be assumed to be out of service, and the capacity of the remaining escalators
is assumed to be the same as a stair;
Escalators cannot make up more than 50% of the exit capacity.

Based on these requirements each station will be evaluated under existing, future no-build, and future build
conditions. Platform evacuation times and station evacuation times (to a point of safety) will be reported. The
evacuation times will be based on a number of assumptions provided by NFPA, and WMATA Faregate Data by
Station (peak 15-minute entries and exits for the 15-minute period with the highest number of exiting passengers)
for Greenbelt, Franconia-Springfield, and Largo Town Center. For Archives, Federal Triangle, Gallery PlaceChinatown, and Metro Center, it will be assumed that each track is being occupied by at-capacity 8-car trains (120
passengers per car, or 960 total passengers per train). Similar to the platform analysis, a missed headway factor
and peaking factor will be used to adjust ridership. Table 6 is an example of the assumptions and ridership
calculations that will be used in this analysis.
Table 6: NFPA 130 Evacuation Analysis Example for End of Line Stations (Greenbelt, Franconia-Springfield, Largo Town Center)

#

NFPA 130 Inputs

1

Metrorail Capacity

120

pax/car

WMATA

2

Escalator Width

4

ft

Site Inventory

3

Stair Width

5

ft

Site Inventory

4

Peaking Factor

1.28

-

WMATA

5

Missed Headway Factor

2.0

-

NFPA 130

6

Walking Speed

124

ft/min

NFPA 130

7

Vertical Walking Speed

48

ft/min

NFPA 130

8

Capacity for Stairs

19

pax/ft/min

NFPA 130

9

Fare Aisle Capacity

50

pax/min

NFPA 130
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10

ADA Fare Aisle Capacity

75

pax/min

NFPA 130

#

Ridership Calculations

Amount

Description

Source/Formula

11

15-Minute Entries

Varies

Passengers

WMATA Faregate Data

12

15-Minute Exits*

Varies

Passengers

WMATA Faregate Data

13

Peak Headway

varies

Minutes

WMATA

14

Trains per 15-Minutes

x

--

= 15 / #13 (rounded)

15

Entries per Train

x

Passengers

= #11 / #14

16

Exits per Train

x

Passengers

= #12 / #14

17

Adjusted Entries per Train

x

Passengers

= #15 x #4 x #5

18

Adjusted Exits per Train

x

Passengers

= #16 x #4

19

Adjusted Total Passengers per
Train

x

Passengers

= #17 + #18

*At Archives, Federal Triangle, Gallery Place-Chinatown, and Metro Center, exits would be replaced with total passengers on
board 8-car trains, totaling 960 passengers per track, and split between multiple station entrances if applicable.

Overall evacuation times will be calculated based on walking speeds, distances between elements, and any waiting
times at vertical elements or faregate aisles, for existing conditions, future no-build, and future build.
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Adam Recchia
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McElhenny-Smith, Robin <rmcelhennysmith@wmata.com>
Monday, February 02, 2015 9:52 AM
Adam Recchia; Wesolek, Danielle
David Miller
RE: Farecard Vending Machine Rates

HiAdam
Weconcurwithyouassumptionsforthefarevendingmachineanalysis.
Thanks,
Robin
E.RobinMcElhenny
ManagerofStationAreaPlanning
OfficeofRealEstateandStationPlanning
Metro
600FifthStreetNW
WashingtonDC20001
2029621114
rmcelhennysmith@wmata.com

From: Adam Recchia [mailto:arecchia@foursquareitp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 2:08 PM
To: McElhenny-Smith, Robin; Wesolek, Danielle
Cc: David Miller
Subject: Farecard Vending Machine Rates

HiRobin,
Ihadonemorethingtoflushoutwithyou:farecardvendingmachinerates.
OriginallywewereproposingwhatwasusedintheFoggyBottomstudy:20%ofpassengerswillusethem,andtheycan
do2.5transactionsperminute.Afterreviewingotherstudies(i.e.NaylorRoad,WhiteFlint)andtestingsmartriploading
times(weaveraged35secondstotal),wewerethinkingofusingthefollowing:

Greenbelt

4.0

FareVending
Transactions
perMinute
1.67

Largo

4.0

1.67

Springfield

4.0

1.67

Archives
FederalTriangle

10.0
10.0

1.5
1.67

%UsingFare
Vending

Reasoning

NaylorRdamounts,lotsofcommuters,likelydoauto
reloadorareatleastveryfamiliarwithprocess
NaylorRdamounts,lotsofcommuters,likelydoauto
reloadorareatleastveryfamiliarwithprocess
NaylorRdamounts,lotsofcommuters,likelydoauto
reloadorareatleastveryfamiliarwithprocess
Highcommuterandtouristactivity
Morecommutersthantourists
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GalleryPlace
MetroCenter

20.0
20.0

1.5
1.5

Highcommuterandtouristactivity
Highcommuterandtouristactivity

AdamRecchia
FoursquareIntegratedTransportationPlanning
SeniorTransportationPlanner
301.774.4566x403(office)
401.369.1308(cell)

arecchia@foursquareitp.com
www.foursquareitp.com
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